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I.

THE RESEARCH P-ROBLE?.I

The Concent of Asniration
The concept of aspiration, defined as 'desire
to achieve certain goals in life,' has long been
inportant in sociology,

e~pecially

in the area of

social mobility.
As 'desire to achi-eve specific goals,' aspiration

serves as a cotivational force or a stirr:ulant for
future behavior.

The popularity of aspiration as a

variaole is to a large extent due to its predictability.
As Haller remarked:
There seer.1s to be- an assu.'T.ption that aspirational
levels do not· have a very i ::rportant function in
explaining and predicting levels of behavior with
respect to their objects. Taken by theffiselves,
the zero-order correlations between n~les•
adolescent level of educational and-or occupational aspiration a~d their early adult levels
of educational and occupational attainment are
not especially high, ranging fro~ +.46 to +.69.

H0wever. such early levels of aspiration appear
to be nore highl:t c orre let e d ~·:i th their re spectivc behaviors than other kno·.~'11 variebles. · This
is es!Jecially ir.:pressi ve y:hen one realizes that
in strEtification studies, several years elanse
bet·w een the tir.:es r.·J:-en aspire1tions and attai:nsents arc measured.
r~

a nancl study of 4339 high school stude~ts in

','/is.c onsin,_ Haller and his colleagues fotL"ld that, of
lH~ller,- Archibald 0., "On the Concept of Aspiration,"
~ural Soc-iolo.rr•r, V. 33, No. 4, Decem-ber 196.3,

p. 4-:j6.

2

all the variables beinG tested, aspirations did
indeed have the hiehest correlation ,.,i th actual
educational and occupational attainment. 2
Besides being a good predictor of future behavior,
aspiration as a conce·pt in the study of social
de~oc.rat .ic

mobility is in keepine with the

ideoloe:v

in Ar.1erica in which individual merits count and what
an incti vidual ends up with I!'2.Y be more ir.:portant than

v:ha.t he has to ·begin rri th.
stud~r

The presence and the

of aspiration seem to be

parti.cularl~,.

iz;.portant

in an ideally egalitarian society where the social
structure must be perceived to be open and fluid
enough for social mobility to be possible.
extent of aspiration of the citizens in

Hence the

A~eric~

is

a direct assessment o'f the degree to which the ideology
of an open society is
level of aspiration
societ:~t,

su~ported.

Further~ore, a hi~h

see~s i~perative

in American

vihere a capitalistic and co!'!peti tl.ve econo::1y

requires a high level of motivation fro~ its peo~le
to sustain a high quality of life.

Therefore,

a£piration can motivate a person to attain -w hat he
~Sencll, Willian H., Haller, Archibnld_O~ et.~!·•
"The Educational and E2~rly Oc-cupn.t1onn.l_ S ~.,._tu;
Att.2.illl'!ent Process: Replication ar.d RcY.l.S1cn,
Ar.;erican .Sociolo~ical ReYiev!, V. 35, Dece·ober
1970, p. 1018.
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desires in. life on the one hand, and on the other hand,
it is necessary in order to fulfill and naintain a
workable social structure based on the ideoloey of
de~ocracy

and -egalitarianism...

Hence many sociologists

turn to the study of aspiration or

a~bition

in their

attempt to understand the phenomenon of social
I!!Obility.
T~rnes

of Asuiration

There are

~any

types of aspiration such as

occupational aspiration, which can be defined as
desired occupat·ional attainment; educational
. aspiration defined as desired educational

~ttai~ent;

and material aspiration, defined as desired rnate-rial
at taimnen t.

On the· \"Jho 1 e , mo.st studies focus on

occupational
and educational asnirations,
·as
.
occupation. and education ·are two factors which have
an appreciable effect on the
an individual.

status of

socioecono~ic

Educational aspiration is especially

ir:portant as a factor for life

atta.i~ent

in a

~odern

industrial socie-ty in which a certain a:!20".ll1t of
educational training is necessary for
occupation...

ma~y

Hence education may serve as a

kinds of
go~.l

well as a means to social nobility.
It is widely

~.c1rnowledged

that industrial

as

4

societies rely on. educational institutions to train
as well as to select talents, and in America, education is believed to be the most. v:idely distribut-ed
co~~odity

ideally available to ell.3

Hence, the

school provides a situation in v:hich every person
has a · chance to coopete with his or her peers, regard-

less of class ·differences.

Success in education is

highly correlated with the final success in life, and
educational aspiration is thus an important measurement for the future success of a person.

The

study of

educational a-spiration thus merits special attention
because of its strategic position in
achievement.

deter~ining

life

Sociologists who study this· subj·ect

may also have a practical concern for the functions

and the operation of educational institutions which
rr.ust be sensitive to th.e interests and. the .needs of
the

consQ~ers,

na~ely,

the students.

The educational

aspiration of the students may then serve as a rneans
of assessinc their interests and needs.
The Research
Most

o~

Preble~

and Purnose

the studies on educational aspiration

have concentrated on high school students as subjects.
3Lipset, Seyr:.our 1.1., Bendix, Reinhard, Soc i~l r.!o~ili ty
In Industri2.l Societ:'-r, University of C<-.l~forn~a
Press, Berkeley, Ca.~ 1959, p. 90 footnote.
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High school students ar.e popular subjects because
they are readily available, and be-c ause they are in

a unique situation which makes the study -of aspiration
especially

ap~ropriete.

Because high school students

are faced with the decision of v.·hat to do when they
graduate,_ -whether to continue their education in
college or to seelc emp-loyment, their decision and
interest at this point would provide a salient
indication of their aspiration in life.
~hile nu~erous

the

~spirations

studies have been done to assess

of hieh school students in the United

States, includine those which focused on oinority or
ethnic

group~,

no

co~perable

attempt has been made

to stud;,r the Asi2n !!linori ty groups.

The paucity of

sociological studies on the Asian minorities has b-een
widely recoQ·tized, and the reasons for it may be
attributed to the language probleB, the swall Asian
population, the laclc of interest in the Asian groups
a.I!!on,~

reaeerchers, and a lac1: of underst?...nding of

this group

ar.:on~

sociologists.

Even vrhen_ the

were taken into account in sol!!e studies,

the~t

Asi~.ns

·nere

indeed considered as a category ,·:hich certainly
overlooked r.rany of the cultural ch2.racteristics

~i~ue to the different p,r~u~s considered Asian.4
4L~erccr,

Jane R.., Surn!;l~rr :~~c-n o!'t ;:_v aluation of I~te .fTated
Education in ?or;;; v -e~ - -ht ~'i :cY'.. 1rD.nci::;co I::lcmcntar~f
Sci.:ooh::_, F;:.:-~ l 973. S<;;:~~ .=~ranci~co board of Education,
s~n Franc1SCO, Ca.

6

It is thus the purpose of this study to explore
the educational aspirations o1 a

~ro~p

students whose ethnic b<lc}=grou.'P'l.d is

of hir,h school

,.,.i th

Chine~e

the

intention of filling the gap in sociolO:' :i-cal research
that has overlooked the Chinece coTi"r.uni ty.

Ar;- there

are many opposing theori.e s on the subject of
aspiration, this case study of Chinese students seeks
to clarify some of the theoretical perspectives and
their problems.

Moreover, any study of a cinority

group \'!auld inevitably expose so:7le of the

proble~s

that the group faces. - Once the nature of the

proble~s

is identified and understood, hope_f ully, solutions
nay be forthconing.

It is for these research,

theoretical, and practi-cal reaso.ns that the prasent
study is ·undertaken ..
The paper

~hich follo~s

divided_ into three parts.

contains a review of the

this chapter can be

P::.rt one (chapters 2 and 3)
m~jor

theories on the subject

of espiration and a clarificatio~ of the cor.ceptual
nodel which serves as the fra~e of reference fo-r this
study·.

Part two (chapters 4 and 5) is a pre:;entation

of the design, the procedure~ the result3, and an
interpretation o1 the £ield research.

An enaly~is

of the theoretical a~d practical i~plications of the
findings will constitute the last part of the paper
(clw:pters 6 to 8).-

l
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II.

r.IAJOR THEORIES IN THE STUDY OF ASPIRATIOn

3ociologists are
lines of thought in
a.spir2.tion.

~enerally

e ·xpla..inin.~

divided

elon~

two

the phcnor::enon of

The structuralists are those \·1ho believe

that. an individual's

aspir~tion

is

dcter~incd

by the social class status of his fal"!'!ily.

lnrr.ely

The

cul turalists are those \vho believe th::1.t the nnpirc. tion

of an individual depends on the process by which
certain social values and eoals are

tr~n~~itt~d

to

the individual.· . ·
The Structuralist Perspective
In observing social class as the nain .f~ctor

that accounts for the variance in the level of
z.spir~tion, the structuralists follo•:! the pre::!ise of

not-ed .s ociologists such

::lS

v.·ho ,r:'laintain that there is
in the United States.

called

11

\'!ar:1e.r ar,.d Hollin;:che<ld,

a distinct

clas::; s~:ster:

In his stt":.dy of a c.or.. ""7:uni
.
ty

Yan:..lcee Ci t~r," Warner y;as able to C.eli::1cate

six cless levels, each having a di.otinct

<:!.::'1'3

ho::o-

geneous sub-culture with its ~e~ber~ e~hi~iting

si~ilar behavioral patterns such ~s livin~ in the
· hb orh oo d , b e 1 on"ing
~
. to the saoe club~,
and doinb si~ilar, if
attending the same churches,

sane

ne1g~

not the sn.r.te, kind of \'lork-..

1

Hollin~sheed

also

8

fo~~d

in his study that the occup~tio~al aspirations
u~ually corres~onded

of the children

to the occupa-

tional level of their fathers.2
These early

studie~

of social class in

\":ere SU'!Jported by subsequent studies.

A~erica

Hy~an'

s study

on social class and value established the thesis ·

that each social class had its

o~~

cultural values.

Thus the lo,·;er class had "less err:phasis ·u:pon the

traditional high sue cess eoals, increased a..·to.rene s s
of the lack· ·of opportunity to achieve success, and
less emphasis upon the

achieve~ent

of goals

in turn \?ould be instrumental for succcss ..n-3

lower c"lass had

s~rsternatically

~hich

The

lower aspirations in

educational end occupational achievenent, believed
less in the availabili t:~r of ·opportu..."li ty, and imposed

a. more restricted ·range of choice on its r.:enbers,
\;:hile the reverse ,-;as true of the upper and zr.iddle
classes.
The structuralists further asserted that the

:1. Lloyd, et al., Socic:l Cl"-ss in Ar.:crica,
ChicaGo: Science :Re·searci.1. -~Associa~~s .. Inc., 1S49, p. 10.
2Hollin:";shead., Aut;n.st B., Elr=Ito,·:!l' s Youth, Ne·,·.. York,
J orHl Wile~r, 1949.
3Hy~~n, Herbert H., "The Value S~rstcc of :~iffercn~
C ln.!H3esn in c lc;.ss. S ta tns c.r .d Po·:;cr, ea.. by Rc l.nhard
Bendix and Scyr.:.our r.:. Linr:et, Second edition, new·
York, The Free Press, - 1966, PP• 433-499.
l~,'lc>.rner,

homor.;enei ty of each class

\'laS

de::10nt;trated and

reinforced ·by the different l!lethod.o in child-rcarine
or

soci~lizat. ion

rn~intained

practice, v:hich transmitted and

class values from one

~cneration

to the

next.4 Thus, on the Tihole, the structuralists believe
t .hat there is a distinct class structure in A:r.rerica,
and that each class has a distinct systen of values
which · determines t ·h e behavior of its me:nbe rs.
The Culturalist Persnective
The culturalists, on the other .hand,

a.cl~ov;ledge

that there are different levels of aspiration.

Yet

the reasons for such ·differences are due not so

~uch

to the status position of the indivi·d ual as to the
extent to which relevant v:tlues such es 2.mbition

and success are
the individual.

tr2.ns~itted

to and internalized by

The cultur2.lists believe that

Ar.tcrican society is pervaded by the ideology of
achievemen.t and that the class distinctioas arc nore
blurred than cl-ear, since the majority of Anericans
..,-:ould identify themselves to be ·middle class, end
r1~ny

!i,anual v;orl"::ers prefer to idcntif:y themselves as·

''.'Or}'::i~g

rather than lower class, althou~ their

4Bron£enbre!'.-".1er~ Urie, "S.ocializ.ation and. Social

Cl:::zs .T hrough Tir.1c and Spn.ce 11 in
and Lipset, ed., pp. 362-377.

O"TJ.

..
c1.t., Bendl.x

10

occupations clearly have

ver~r lO\\'

subjective nature of clacs

prestice. 5

idcntific~tion ~hown
fro~

the structuralist perspective suffers
problem of havine to devise

structure objectively

•rhis

~~

by the people being .studied.

be readily rejected

The

cularly pronounced in America,

n serious

cla~s

inclusive

~hich ~~y

that

proble~

~here

structure. is p.erceived to be fluid

is parti-

the class

a~d

open.

The value patt·ern of each cla:3s is al:::::o not

very well-:fornulated, as Turner fou.">'l.d in .his !:tudy of
hi gh school stud.e nts in Los Angeles l bec.ause none of
the values he tested in the study
distinctly ciddle .· or lower ~lass.6

see~ed

to be

As far as the

re.lationship between social class and educ~tio:::ml

aspirations . or attainr.tents is concerned,. .!enc ~c.::t·•

review of the data available so far mv:::;c:::::tz t!'!.a t, ~t
best, the social class f<?~ctor ·.-:ould accou.r.t for about

5~ to 6~ of the :family effect o~ educatio~al

....c:41nmen
·
t
.
att

,

\7"'·
... 1C h

st->11
leaves
.....

lj:.:);.j

to

50';~ ,;.~e:-:nlni~ed. 7

' 1_ O .":"'·" o ...4-" Soci"l
Rich!'lrd y The p s-.. ~ c.no
~
,_ Cl~~t'!~--· ··~.;.'
5Cc~ter"'
•
'
t.Jt
U ~ VPl~.-i--•· i ·......-:e.-:3
Princeton, Ne;•l Jerse:t, Pr~!:cc "o:1 ·n1 -- _.._ "·• - · _..., •
.1.

•"

4

,;

r

"'-

- 1949.

6~eurncr ·nalnh H. T!le Soci:::-!1 Contc:.:t ?f L~'!Ji tio.n,
.san Frt:!.ncisco,, ca.' C}J.undler r't.~bl~s~un~: Co., 1964.

.... 1. •v 1!.~ ~r.,.
....... ~ .... --~!'lt of
l'rot h t al
!!C~ t . <- 1•· .. .
; \ . = - · - ~ ~ ·· -.
.
7 J cnc ..
s, Ch r1"'
op er,. e
' I.
-.
. .,. ., : .. ,.,
,..~
·1 · c·:: iorJ:·
1

The Effect of F2::1iJ.:.r o:: nd Sc.::!oOl~/lr: ].,, •.... - r1. .. ,_,
B..:sic Boo ks, Inc., 1972, !l• 143·

'

'
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T·he cul tura.1ist vie·w

\"laS

first proposed by r;~erton,

who asserted that the value of success ar:d a.chieven:ent
was pre val e.nt in An:e·rica regardless of social class. 8
Hence the rich ~d the poor might have equally high
aspirations.
value

~~s

While r,!erton did not specify how such

transmitted to an individual, many studies

in rec-ent years have ident·ified the parent.s as the
chief

a~ent

for transmitting cultural values.

Kahl's study of the

'Co~~on

Man• boys appeared

to be one of the first which s.hoYred definitively that
the educational

:aspir~tion

of. the boys \·:as the direct

result of the at-titude ana the influence of their
parents. 9
later

T.hi s finding was supported and refined by

studies like Elizabeth Cohen's,. which found

that the influence of "the parents v:as strong because
it had the advantage over other influences of being
consistent from the childrenrs early a~e.lO

The ·

prir.acy of parental influence was further· confirn:ed
v:hen Kandel and Lesser found that there was a higher
concordance between . the respondents they studied e.nd
their

~others

than there was

bet~een

the respondents·

8r.rerton, Ho"!:Jert K., Social Theo~:v and Social Structure,
Glencoe, The Free Press, 1957.
9Kahl~ Joseph A., "Educational and Occupational
Asnirations of •rc on-:on !·.ian" Bo~rs," H2rv~rd
Educational Revie\·lr StL"!Eer 1953, pp:-T36-20J.
lOcohcn, Elizabeth G.• , ••·parental Factors in Educational
f,!obility," .Sociolot;'.r of Education, V. 38, 1965,
pp. 404-:125.

12

and their friends regarding their educational plans.ll
The culturalist perspective and the iDportance
of parental influence was further supported by the

discovery that black youth had hieh educational
aspirations regardless o~ their class back~round.l2
moreover, the higher level of aspiration of black
female over black

~ale

served to show that the

matriarchal cultural pattern characteristic

of the

black corru:mni ty vre.s reflected in the ::.spirations of
the black.l3

Coleman's extensive survey that Oriental

and Blacl::. Americans appeared to have a consistently
more active orientation toward school and highe-r
education than the v,rhi te and other oinori tie.s .14
Though the findings in Rosen's . study of cultural
. llKc..nde·l, Denise B. and Lesser, Ge.rald S. 7 "Parental
An~ Peer Influences in Educ~tion~l Plans of
Adolescents," A::-reric~n fJociolo::':ical ~eview, V. 34,
No. 12, April, !969, pp. 213-223.
12Gottlieb, David, "Goal Aspirc.tians and Go2.l Fulfill:r.entDifferences Bet~een Denrivec and Affluent Affierican
Adolescents" in Alienated Adolesce-nts, ed. by David
Gottlieb, New York~ Selected Acadenic Re~d~ngs~ 1967.
13Gist, Hoel .P. and Be:1..'1et,_ ~.:lilli2.r: s., Jr., "A~pi:rations
of N-egro and White Students," Social Forces, V. 42,
No. 1, October, 1963, p~. 40-48.
14colernan, Jrimes A. et ~1., Enuelity of Educational
Onnortu!'li tv, Sur:::'":'<:.r'r Hcnort, U.S. Governr:ent
l 'rintin,t; Office, \-/~shington, D.C. t 1966, P• 24.

13

effect on the achievement orientation of vcriou 5
groupe were inconclusive be-cause

the~.r

etr~ic

.:oec::-.e d. t o c.pp 1 y
f':-

to sene groups but ·not others, they neverthelcmJ
established the fact that there was c hir;h

dc~rce

of

cultural influence on the occupational Rr.d educational
attitudes and aspirations among the bleck and the
Jewish subjects.I5
A Cor.narative Persnective
While sociologists rnay side

~ith

either the

structuralist or the culturalist orie~t~tion in their
interpretation of the aspiration of their ~ubjeets,

recent research has made an effort to co~parc the
relative effects of the structural and cultural
factors, for it seeos that there may be e vnriety ~f
causes which int'lucc an individual to decide on an:v

specific future pic>~n for hi!'r.self...

?.ose!"l h:1s alreac!;.•

suggested that the application of a theory ~i~ht
depend on the nature of . the subject~. 16

He!lce for

sone neonle the social class factor ....-auld ~ervc to
account for the variance in their e.spi~ti~!"l-~, •:hile
-~

C •' uRace,
Et!:nici
t~', . <l!ld
~he
1 5noscn ' Bcrr.~rd
......
,
· ..,...., ~oc.,
olo'"'lc~1 ~('\·ic~,
Achievcr:1ent s,rndro~e,' A::1er1.c . . .,. •-' ~
·

v.

24, February 1959, PP· 47-GJ.

l ·6ibid.
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for other people, who are stronely influenced by so~e
unic._ue and enduring cultural velue.s, the cultural

variable may be more crucial than the social class
factor.
Several studies have established the fact that
both the factors of social class and cultural value

through parental influence, in the

for~

of overt or

covert expectations, have independent effect on the

aspiration of high school student5.17

However,

these comparative studies usually sho;·;cd that parental

influence · se-emed to be nore inportant than soc.ial
class status in d.e termining the aspir2.tion of high
school students, as

\·~s

Rehberg and Westby. 1 8

indicated in the study by

Thus by and lar~e, the

17Bordua, David J., "Educational Asnirations and
:P~!'ental Stress on Collese, •• Socie..l F"orces, t:arch
1960, pp. 262-269.
Reh'::J~_;r zs , P.ichard A. and ·.7estby, Da-..-i~
E~c ouragerr:ent, Occup.at·ion, Edv.cat ion

L., "ParentL!..l
and Far.rily
Size: Arti:factual or Indenendent Deter~inmtts of
Adolescent Educatio!lal E:-::nectatio::-1s?" 3oci~l Forces,
V. 4-5, I:Tarch 1967, pp. 362-374 •

SeY!ell, ~·:illiar."l H. and Sha h, Vir.c:-.1 P., "Social Class,
1:''
..,_.
1 ..~~r:p~r.a
• t"l.Ons,
. II
P a. rcntP~l Enccura t~ement, and . . . o.uc.a .. ~ona
The AI:!ericar: ~Tournal of' Sociolo~-~, V. 73., J.:arch

lS63, pp. 559-572.
Aubre'r and Elliott, Delbe~t s., "Class and
Race nriferentials in Pa~ental Aspirations and
Expectations," Pacific Sociolor:ical ~eview, Fall
1968, pp. 123-133.

Wenclin.f'"

18ibid., Rehberg and Weatby.

.
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culturalist theoretiqal perspective nppenr~ to be
more viable than the structur~list 'PCT~!!CCtiv·c in
exp·l aining the differential Ievels of l'..~p1rntio!'1 in

previous research.

. -----

16

CU LTURA LIST PERSPECT IV3 f..S C O~~CEPTUA L !:O!>E L

I I I.

The culturalist perspective in the

~tudy

aspiration assumes that the aspiration of

~n

of
individunl

is determined by certain values which are usually
trancnitted and transcended through the

~ttitudes

nnd

beliefs of the individual-'s pri:r.ary ::;roup, nar.:ely,
his parents..

~ecause-

of the

f~ct

that the Chinese

culture has _had a lon,.:, tradition ar..d i _s - still hir.;hlv
influentia~

in the

t~e4tieth

century, it is the

intention of the present study to assess the
of Chinese youth by adopting the
~ective,

culturali~t

ns~irations

pers-

and to examine the cultural influences of

the Chinese traditi-o n through the influence of Chinese

parents.

If the culturalist theory holds up, then

the Chinese students in this s~ud~,. \·:auld -select the
p~rcnts es the oa j or influence on their ~spiration

Further~ore, the Chinese students'

for the future.

c.spiration ~·:ould reflect so.::.e of the r.:ost salient

cultur~l ch~racteristics of the Cninece ~s : a distinct
et~nic

group.

':/hile the guidin~ conceptual ::odel for this stw!y
of Chir..e s_e_ students' aspirnt io::1 i _:; the cul turel
infl'.lence thrm:.r;'h their parents,- it is c. s~ential to
d c::::cribe some

.1!'

O.J.

th

e

oain characteristics w~ic-h arc
l•

~
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re~rded

as

uni~ue

of the Chinese culture relevant

to the present problem.
The Chine:se Cul.t ure

The term •culture' has been

v~riedly

defined.

The

nost often quoted definitions are those . made by Tyler:
Culture is that complex whole which includ.es
knov:ledge, beli·ef, art, morals, la\':, customs,
~nd any other capabilities and habits acquired
by :o2.n as a mer.1ber of s .o cie-ty.l
and Redfield:
( c ·u l ture is) ••• an organized body of c·onventional
lh~derst~nding, manifest in act ~nd artifact,
which, :persist~ng through tradition, characterizes
a h~~an group.
·

Still other ·sociologists define culture as "systems
of collective habits" of a group of people \"iho share
2

coD.non tradition,3 and "a set of ready-r:1ade definitions

of the situation" which serve as a
action."4

11

blueprint f .o r

All these definitions imply that cultu~e

1 Tyler, E. B., Prini ti ve Culture, London, Hahn r,: urray,.
1391, Vol. 1, p. 1.

2Quoted by '.'lillia:m F. O,.:':burn in Williar.1 F. 0 .- :burn on
Culture and Social Chanr:e, ChiCC6o, University of
Chicago Fres-:J, 1964, P• 3.
3Murc1oclc, Geor,~e p. ," ·" How Cul turc Ch~n~:,es 11 in Current
PersncctivelJ in Social PE~.~ cholor:v, ed. by I:::.o.win P.
RO"ll2.!1der and .1\c::.,.rr.:ond G. Eunt, .N ew Yorl{, Oxford
University Press: 1S67, p. 90.
4rcluckhoh.'1., Cl~,rde and Kelly, i.'/illiam H., "The Concept
of Culture" in The Sc icnce of ?,!an in the World
Crisis, ed. b;~,r Rc.lph Linton, ?!e\·, Yorl~, Colur.rbia
Un1versity~ress, 1945, p. 91.

:·
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is simply the way of life of a eroup of people -who
function according_to certain behavioral principles
that have been established and accepted throueh their
history and tradition.
The ·Chine-se culture is lmo'fm to be root-ed in its
familial system.

The Chinese ·family is the bulwark

of the Chinese civilization, which has been trans-·
-

t!i tted from one generation. to the next vti th the
highest degree of continuity.

~hile

the

fa~ily

reigns

suprene · in Chinese culture, there are three aspects
in the familial_systen which are especially relevant
to our present concern with the- aspiration of Chinese
youth ..
First, the Chinese family is

char~cteristically

patriarchal, patrilineal, and patrilocal.
p~tricentris:!l

This

enmhasize-s the father-son relationship

2.!"1d ~inirniz-es the status of \VO~en. 5

The Chinese r.:.ale

is charged with the responsibility of carrying on the
fa~ily

name and tradition.

Only sons are accorded

property and inheritance riGhts.

The rr.ale offspring

is so valued in this patricentric system that
concubinage was developed in ancient China to ensure
the succession of a son, especially

arnon~

the

Shu-Chin,~ 11 China.' s Tradi tio~al Fanily, Its
'
.'
... " A ~er1can
.
Ch~racteri~tics
and Disintegrau1on,

5Lec

Sociolo~icnl Rev~ew, V. 18, 1953~ pp.

272-230.
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propertied and wealthy fa~ilies.6
Second, the Chinese faoilial system attributes
po~er

and prestiee to the elders.

Filial piety is

considered to be absolute because it . i.s the very
core
!

I

o~

the whole ethical syntec based an Confu-

. .
7
cJ.an1sm.

Children are exp·ected to respect and obey

their elders, \".'hich include thei.r parents., grandparents, elderly relatives; and even their older
siblings.

.
Third, as the family is the -focus of social
oroanization and behavior, its functioning or
oper~tion

is based on a very elaborate status system

\'lhich has induced the Chinese to be highly statusconscious both inside and outside the family.

Status

inside the fa.r.!ily is well ordered according to an
elE'vborate systen of rankine; bJr the individual's
relGtio~~hip

to the patriarch, so

th~t

is al\"ieys sure of his place in the

fa~ili2.l

hierarchy.

r~n.l.ced

according to the

~hich c~y

fall into one of

Stat,.ls outside the fa:nily is
occupation of the fanily,

an individual

0Hsu, Frar..cis L. K., A~ericc.ns ~:nd Chinese, Garden City,
Ne~-. York, The Natural History Press, 1S53, · P• 43.
?Hsieh, Yu-wei, "Filial Piety and Chin.c ::e Society" in

T:hc Cl~ineae r.lind, ed. by Ch2.rles A. !.~oore, Honolulu,
Euct-\'icn·t Center Press, University of Ha;·.-aii, 1967 ..

PP• 167-187.
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four classes: the scholar or official class. the
fHrmer or lando\·.ncr class, the artis2.n or c-r aftsrta.n
class, and the r.1erchant class.

Each o·f these classes

carries a de-siGrlated anount of prestige and honor
\7i th the scho-l ars h:::.ving the highest prestige and
the merchants the lowest, although they may be the
·..veal thicst.
The status structure. is very tiG}ltly safeguarded

and reinforced by an elaborate code of behavior, the
most siGnificant of which is the

marria~c

practice,

\'!hich is i -deally intended to be a union between two
families with comparable status.

Besides X!:atrit:lonia.l

practice, the status consciousness of the Chinese
'Nas also rn:?..nifested in tre.di tional China by a dress
code .according to the occupatio:n.c:-1 classes.
the scholErrr:

c-~d

Hence

the officials v:ould wear long

flowinr; robes in designated calor!:: that J:l.arked their
status v·.rithin the gentry class, while the artisan
~nd

the peasants. vtould y;ear verJr different styles

befitting their occupations and status.

8

Ho,·:ever, ,·;hile status inside the fanily is rigidly
set, status outside the faoily proves to be nore flexible
Bcho•:J, Yu...'1g-teh, Social T.!obili t:r in China_, He\'1 York,
Athcrton Press, 1966, C"1'1a:pter 2.
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rir~id,

than

pational
as it

as fanilies can I!lOVe up and down the occu-

ran~~s.

c~rries

High status is ·universally desired

special prestige and honor, if not

po;·mr end \7eal t _h.

As

attested to by several studies,

the social system in traditional China Tiith reeard
to occupational status nas more flexible and
than ir...•:'!Obile. 9
status

v~s

ereat

~obile

The pos-s ibili t:y of il':'lprovinG one·• s
enou~h

for

~any

Chinese to

re~ard

the raising of their fanily status as an obligation,
as

~ell

as a responsibility.

Throueh centuries of vo.lidation and 1-eGitination,
the Chinese culture, with its well-defined familial
system, has firmly inculcated in the Chinese people
the beliefs that the

~ale

is superior to the female,

thi elders, especially the parents, are to be respected
and obeyed, and that status is to be observed_ and

desired.
Aside f.ror.1 t _he familial sJrste!.l, Chinese culture
is n.l~o characterized by its hie-h regard for educat-ion.

The

v~lue

of educution vas first

reco~izcd by

c~peror of the H~n Dynas-ty (206 B.C. -

the first

6 A.D.), \"'Tho

r!c>::not·:ledgcd that the cou..l'ltry needed talented and
a··'Coolid~e, J.:ary R.,

Arno

Pres~,

ch·1ne~e r ;::n1r:rau~on,
- .._.
New York,

lS09, ppa 3-4

Also ibid., (Cho,"l) :p. _204.
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learned men tc lead and eovern it ... lO

He pror.!ptly

set up a civil service exar.ination system to recruit
scholars to become officials in the

covcr~ent

bureaucracy.
The

establish~ent

of the civil service system led

to the popularization of education as well as t .he
democratization of t ·h e officialdom, v:hich vmre heretofore

by the ·aristocrats.

mo~opolized

Thou0h 'the

controlled bv the \7eal thy and pov1erful
be~inning,

f~r.rilies

in the-

it was theoretically open to all the

talented in the
origin.

zy~teQ '~s

COQ~t~r.

regardless of their

fa~ily

The ci Yil service exa:J.inz.tion y:as incrcelsingly

perfected by dynasties after Han to the point that it
took on the E'.:ppearance of a truly :meri tocratic system

in the T'ang and the Sung d~1asties (960-1279 A.n.)ll
The civil service exa!!linati.o n was 2-lso able to

pronate an open
inception.

desire to be

clPvSS

ideclogy in C.hina fror.t its

T.h is ideology

\".'2.s

so ,·;idespread that the

~ell-educated \r.!S Q~iversal

among

the Chinese pcopl·e, as education \"!as accepted as a
lOReizchauer, Edv:i!'l 0. and Fairbank, John K., East
Asia:· The Grc:l.t Tr~.d..i tion, Boston, Houghton1 r·l.J.:t
~·~ r 1.n
·
C o., 1C5'
~;·:
_; \)' p. lOt:.o.
ll ·· b· . .

2:..2:.S:.. ' P• 200-203.
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viable ·means to social advancement.

Education as a

means to achieve social mobility was particularly
expedient because high status could be attained within
one ecneration's time through educational success,
while comparable status achieved through other meansmicht require several generations to acco~plish.12
The acquisition of social status ·through
e~ucation

and the recognition achieved through the

examination

s~,rste:'!'l

-also enjoyed higher

presti~e

over

othe-r means of upv:ard mobility becaus-e of the emphasis
on an individual's l!!eri ts -rather than his birt;h·.

It

was in keepine with the Confucian teaching that any
man was

to achieve prominence if he would apply

~ble

hit::lself: "By nature all men are pretty much alike;
it iG by custo!!l and habit th~t they are set _a part."l3
Such an enphasis on ·merit
~r.istocracy

¥~S

so pervasive that the

went into obliYion not long after the

civil service

ex~nination

ideology of an ouen class

became a reality.14
syste~

The

was widel:y acknowledged

by tr::.ditional scholars, as Ho stated:

12

.
.
on. c1t., Chovt, Ch. -1 ..

1 3Quoted by Y. P. fiiei in "Status of the Ind.i vi<!ual
In Social Thought and Practice" in on. cit., t.ioore,
p .. 337.

14on. cit., Reischeuer and ·Fairbank, p. 186.
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..... 2.11 types of li tern.ture a.:;ree t!:at the I:!:ost·
·characteristic of the post T '~n:_; ~ociety
••• was that, on the one hand, social success
depended more on. individual r.;eri t th<::..~ on fn.;;'lily
status, and that, on the other h<::..~d, hi~h stntus
fanilies h~d little neans of uernetuatin~ their
success if their descendants
inept.!5
stri!~i!'l ,cr

were

Indeed, Chinese literature is full of stories about
self-made men not dissimilar
legacy in America. 1 6

to

the Horatio Alger

Since education, :fa·cili tated by the examination
system, was the ' most legitiDate and desirable
of achieving high status, th2re developed

~cans

a~ong

the

Chinese an instrUt'":lental ·attitude toward the function
of educa.t·i on, as Chow stated:
Education was not an et:'.d in i tsel:f, but as a
stepping stone to obtaining official position

of social prestigc.l7
Sir:ce social .prestige:was allotted a.ccording to the
acc-u::9ational hierarchy, an instr..l.-::.ental attitude tor:n.rd::::
eC.ucatio!'l \·,,as ~eant to help

2..

pe=--son adv<::.nce up·::ard

in the occu:pational hierarch:r, that is,. !roo a. lower

15 on. c 1· t

• ,

r~.:oore, p.

334 •

16-b.d
1 1 •

Also c~. cit., .- Chow, P• 5.
17ibid., Chow, p. 108.
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status position like artisan and
gentry class level.

Such an

~erchant

inctrQ~entnl

to the
nttitude

toward education w:as mc.nifectcd in the :narrow ranp;c
acade~ic

of

interests of the Chinese in trcditional

China who studied the
the

exa~ination.

classic~

sinply

~nd

r.ercly for

As the e-xa!:linat.ion rcCjuircd a

thoroueh understandintr, o:f the clo..s::.ics, c ·hinc3c
would study the!:! exclusively.

Such en

~,O:outh

in!:rtru.~cntal

attitude toward education resulted in a lack of
creativity and ne.vt knov1ledr:e, while perpc tuo. tin~
tradition and the status quo
intellectu:als.l3

a~on~

the Chinese

AlthouGh no study· h::>.s been do!'lc. to

explore the problems of su6h an attitude,

~c ~ay

surmise· that it was a general conseq_uencc i ·n duc·cd
b:)r

the ~tatus structure of the Chinese ·s ociety.., as

well as by the existence of the cx2~i~o..tio!1 s?stc~.

It nay also be ass~~ed that the instru~cntr.l nttitu1c
tm7a:rd education was e'!!lbr~ced b"·:.. both 'the U!'r:cr nr.d

the loy;er classes, as the :fo·r .ccr \·.-a~ obl iced to
. t aJ.n
.
.t
status
rr.a1n.
~ 9

and ho:lor throul'"'h edu.c?..tio:-:·al

.
t ,. •·..,•h"le
ac.h J.ever:;cn
.... · the. latter would !'lee<:! cc"'..lc~tion

for social mobility.
"'n""r class societ~r, the !:!OSt
Chm·T noted tha.t in = -"
"ts c-.... ... rpcteristic~ t·:ould be 5acial
conspicuous of ....
J.L<.L
1r

Reischa.uer and Fn.irb<ln .. ' PP ..
130.....
.t
__..u_ _~•'

165-16"6.
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nobility • 19
sy~tem

In China, \'!here the class or stt?.tus

nas so well-defined,

main concern of the masses.

~obility ~a~

indeed a

It follO\·:s that, since

education was _accepted as the most viable means to
upward ·mobility, it would be hiehly valued by Chinese
of all social strata.

The

instru~ental

value of

education has resulted in Chinese cradlins the desire
to attain as much education as possible through the
centuries.

Though the process was usually ted-ious

and difficult, the

re~ards

the investnent of years of

were hich enough to warrant
studyin~

the classics.

Getting a good education was a value

highl~r

inte-r n?.lized

by the Chinese youth, who realized that the ultimate ·
expectation of the-ir parents \'.'as for them to achieve
hi[")l status through educational success, and to rn.i.s e
the position of the family

~ith

honor.

Cultural Tnfluence o.n the Ed'!.1.c2.tional AEuir:=. tions of
Chinese Hinh Bchool Students in A~erica

The Chinese tradition ar-d its
cxist~d and

lao~\:

a~ique

values have

have deternined the behavior and ·the out-

of the Chinese people _for centuries.

the Chinese are by no means a totally

Although

ho~OG~neous

group

of people, the various group5 of people in China have
lO--on. c1•t ., Chow·, Ch. 9 •
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nevertheless

a~sinil~ted

th;ou,r:;h their long

into o ne d on1n2.n
·
t culture

histor~l

of coexistence·.

HO\'JeVer,

the r.1asz mir.;ration of the Chinese to othc·r part-s of
the \70rld since the early nineteenth cent.ury might
h~vc

disrupted the continui t~.r of the c ·h inese culture,

especially

a~ong

those Chinese

~ho

have settled in

countries· with different cultural heri ta ,3 e, :suc.h p.s the
United States.

r.~a.ny

studies in re·cent years have

upheld the theory that the Chinese fa~ilial system
is Etill going strong acong the Chine~e in A~erica,
20
·w hile others have note·d significant changes.
Yet
ho¥·1 :much of the traditional culture is s t i 11 ac c cp ted
by the Chinese in the United States, especially the

yo~~eer g~neration, in the latter part of the t~entieth

century is a question att:ai tintj an anower.

This pepcr

thus seeks to explore the ~ro~le~ by assessing· the
extent to r!hich the · cultural characteristics r.:entioned
above influence the educational ~s9iratio~s of Chinese

2 0For studies o~ the persiste:1cc of Chinece culture,
sec Hsu, Fr2..nci.s L. K. et G.l., "Cultnre Pattern and
Adolescent Behavior." I!:~er~:-> tionc:!l Jonr:::~l of
Soci2.l Pcvchiatry, V. 17., r;o. 1, lSol, . PP• 33-53.
For ~tudies on the ch~~ge of Chinese culture, zce
~·/eizs, !.:elford, V0. 11e~.. C; t:r: J.. ..~hi!'lesc ~ o~r.:~!"li ~v
in Ar:1erica. Ce:!bridGe, 1.. 2:ss., .;nen..~~~n .n:.bl1sh1ng
Co., .1 9'74. See also Lee. Jeffre;r, "Attitude to\·•ard
Educ~tional Acnirations Amo~~ Zelected 15-17 year
old Chinese-A:::erican Student::; 2.!1d their Chi!'la-born
Parents, An Explor2.t.ory Study," !:~aster's The·sis,
University of the Pacific, 1968.
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high school students in America..
lar~e

If a E:u·fficiently

nu.mber of students are influenced by thes·e

characteristics, then the Chinese culture would be
considered present in the Anerican society

to a larRe

extent.
As this study is conducted

~ith

the cultural

perspective as its fra!:!e of reference, the educational
aspiration of the Chinese students

~~r

to follow the aforew.entioned cultural

be expected
~raits.

Specifically, if e_ducation iz still highly valued,

vte

can exp·ect that n.ost of the Chinese youth \':Ould
acknovledge a high level of educational aspiration
through their desire and plan of goin& to college.
If the familial syst.em still plays a role in t .h e life
of the Chine.se, v1e can expect Chinese student.s to
ac~{TIO\".'led~e that the:v go to college bec-ause their

parents .expect then to.

If -yatrice·ntrism is still

prevalent, we can expect a ffiar1~.ed difference in the
educatio:::1al aspiration between Chinese cale &!'ld
fe!nale students ,..,ith the latter ·l:avinb lower a~pirations
than the forl!lcr...

Since education is t2.l:en e~sentially

as a r.1eans to social r:10bili ty,. 'l:e can C)::pect that
r.1ost Chinezc youth Yiould. have en i:nstrU!';:ental attitud-e
toward education under the influence of their parents.*
*Al thou~h Chinese im:J.igrants in A~crica cn.r.:!e froo
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Th-e Hy"Oothesis
The principal hypothesis to be tested in this
study can be stated as follows:
Given parental influence, most of the Chinese
~tudents \?auld have a hie,h level of asp.iration
J.n educatJ.on; the Chinese rr:ale would hn.ve
higher aspirations than Chin~se fem~le; and most
students would have an instrumental attitude
toward the function of education.
This hypothesis actually consists of three subh~~otheses

which can · be restated as: (1) F,iven parental

influence, l!lOst of the Chinese students \';·ould have a
high level ·of educational ~spiration; (2) ~iven parental
i!lflue.nce, the . Chinese rr..ale students would have higher
aspirations than Chinese female stude·nts; and ( 3) .g ive-n
parental influence-, most Chinese students would have

~

an instrumental at-titude t .oward the function of
education.

T_he indep-endent variable is -cultural

influe~ce ~anifested by the covert or overt influence

all re~ions and all walks of life in China, the rr.P..jori ty
of then are kno:wn F.s C2.ntonese fro!:l the Province -of
K\"-.Tans;tu..""lg in southern China_.. Canta'!1.'3Se nn.ke up the
majority of Chinese i rr.!":lir;rant5 in the United States
because of their coastal location, their tr&ditional
maritime activities and their earlie.r and r:ore frequent
contacts with foreir,"ners throu{;h tra.de thn.!l Chinese in
other parts of China. Thour,h the Cantonese ~~y have
developed some cultural practices unirtu-e t .o the:r.:::elves,
they have by and l~r~e been nssi~ilated into the
~ainstrearn of the Chinese · cultur~. Therefore, even if
a study of the Chinese in A!':lerica '..'iOuld :'!le-~n a study
restricted to ohinly cantonese irr~i~ra~ts. i~ can
still be rer,arded as a study of the Ch1nese 1n ~eneral,
esncciallv \~hen the issues involved are basic or
central
the dominant .Chinese culture.

to
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of the parents.

The dependent variables are the

educational aspiration and educational attitude of
the ·students.

If the premise of the culturalist

school--that aspiration is. determined by cultural
rather than structural factors--holds up, the result
of the study should confirm the above hypothesis in
a positive direction.
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IV.

r.!ETHODOLOGY

Research

Desi~

The study was conduc-ted by means of a questionnaire

ad~inistered

to

a

group of Chinese

hi~h

school

students from tenth through tvo:elfth grades in StocJtton,
Cali-fornia.*

Stockton is a city v:i th a Chinese popu-·

lation of about four -t -housand.

At the tir.1e of the

study, there were 317 students o£ Chinese parentage
attending five senior high schools, with 304 of them
concentrated in two high schools.l

The subjects for

this study, therefore, carne entirely from these two
high sc-hools, which reay be -considered represe-n tative
of the entire Chinese high school student population
in the city.
c·hc.racteristics of the SamnleThe s-tudents were selected accordir.e to their
distinctly Chinese family names
register~

fro~

the schools'

The students who cade up the sa~ple by

filling out the questionnaire were corr.prised of
51 tenth graders~ 64 ~leventh eraders and 52 twelfth
graders (with one other respondent who did not indic-ate
*An unsuccessful atte~pt -w as nade earlier to conduc-t
this study nith Gtudents of the Jan Francisco Unified
School District.
lRaci~-1 a -n d Ethnic Renort, Stockton Unified School
---n-istrict, Stockton, Ca., October 15, 1973.
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his grade level).

Of these 168

responden~s,

52 of

them v:ere first ge-neration im.'!ligrants or "foreign-born;
41 were

s~cond

ge~eration;

9 were

fourth generation-; and 3 were fifth generation

58 were third generation;

or above (with five students not responding to this
i te-rn of generational status).

Since there- were too

few respondents whose generational status Vlent beyond

I

.I
I

:i

the third generation, they were combined with the
third generation in the analysis of the data.
The distribution of Iilale and female student_s
appeared to be fairly equal in the sarnp.le, as there
were 88 male and 80 fe!!:.ale students.

also seemed to have a uniformly good
English.

The students
comrr~nd

Though the questiO!L."'laire had

of

En~1ish

and

Chinese side by side in case of any language problem,
only nine out of the 168 students chose to answer it
in Chinese.*
Senior high school students were selected for
the study because of the previously stated reason ·

that they

rni,~ht

have oore real-istic and salient plans

for the future than the lower graders.

The imminence

*The nine respondents v.•ho ansv1e-red the questionnaire
i ·n Chinese were all col~ege-bound. An analysis of their
answers showed that thc1r responses were similar to
those ~iven by the students who answered. the questionnaire in En~lish. Hence language difference is not
a variable v.'hich would affect the -aspiration of the
students.

I

l

.)

II
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of their graduation might dispel the fantasy th-ey
\·muld entertain if they v1ere younge_r .

Furthermore,

their being older may suggest the acquisition of more
information and awareness of resources available- for
their future plans.
The Questionnaire*
-_T he

questionnaire was d-esigned_ to obtain data

on the students• individual characteristics, the
socio-eco.nomic background of their famil-ies, and
their educat-ional aspiration and attitude.
-The indenendent variable:

Since cultural

inf.luence, o:pe.rationalized as parental influence in
this study, is the independent variable, and educatior~l

aspiration is the major dependent variable,

parental influence on the educational aspiration of
the students was assessed directly v:i th the questio!l

of whether the decision about their future edu-catio-:1.

was expected by. their parents (I{o. 15E)..

This

question was posed amidst ma!ly other possible reasons
for setting their educational 5oals, so that the
choice \vas entirely voluntary.

Students V!ho checked

this item ~·rould appear to be ver~r much av:are of the
influence or expectation of their parents, had
*See Appendix A.
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internalized their values on education, and in turn
externalized this value by setting their aspiration
accordine to their parents• expectation.· Thos·e who
did not check this

ite~

might have incorporated values

other than their parents•,
sources of influence as

~hich

~ell

might indicate other

as the wenkening of

cultural ±nfluence considered to be predor.inantly·
Chinese.
The

de~endent

variable was the

variables:

education~!

and the respondents

~ere

While the

~ajor

dependent

aspiration of the students

all high school students,

they were then asl{ed to indicate in the questionnaire
·what they planned to do il!lf.'!ediately after high school
graduation (No. 11), and if they planned to go to
college, how ~any years they would go (no. 16).

Tnese

tno questions assumed that nost of the respondents
,::ould very lil<:ely finish high school and overlooked
the possibility that there rr.isht be
outs.

pote~tial

drop-

Yet this preble!:! of potential drop-outs v:as

minir::ized by the feet that the over->!hel~inr; r.:ajori ty

of the respondents indicated that they planned to go
to college, which required the co~plction of hi~h
school.

Also, the ·number of students who did not

plan to go to college was too s~all to induce the
problem of overlooking the potential drop-outs to be
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serious.

If the number of students \':ho responded

that thev did not plan to p,o to coller,e v:as substo.ntial-t
then a follow-up study ....-1ould .seem necessary to assess
exactly how many of the respondents were potential
drop-outs.
As occupational aspiration is

kno~~

to be a

correlate of educational aspiration, students were
as1red to specify what kind of job they were interested
in getting in the future (No. 18).

A

si~ilar

question,

Xo. 23 in the questionnaire, was desi&ned to help those
who did not have -any definite ideas, and who night
have skipped the question in No. 18.

Since it is

realized that occupational plans - might be more
uncertain thari educational plans with

·hi~h

school

students because it is a less pressing problem than
educational planning, high school students can hardly
be expected to give very definite answers about their
future career

co~~it~ent ~hen

process of defining it.

they are still in the

Therefore, all we are

interested in this study is an approxiJ:ation of their
occupational intere.st ,•.;hich would re.flect their
occupational aspiration.

'.'lhile this study focus·es

on the educational aspiration of the students,

occupational aspiration is very ir.lportant in i.ts being
able to reflect the status orientation of the students,
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esnecially when · the status structure in the United
States relies on the
as a major index.

us~

of occupational achievement

In the case of those students who

answered both No. 18 and No. 28·, the occupation with
a lower rank according to the rmRC scale2 \..,·ould be

used in the analysis based on the assumption that
lower status occupations may be more re-alistic for
the students to obtain.
Educational attitude is another major dependent
variable besides educational aspiration, as this
thesis proposes that the educational attitude of the
Chinese students would be nore instrumental under
the influence of their parents, and that, conversely,
their educational attitude would be more ideational
or academic without the influence of their parents.
Vlhile· educational atti.tude can be defined as
'predisposed belief to•nard education,' instrtm.ental
attitude can be defined as 'predisposed belief that
the function of education is oore a

~eans

to achieving

occupational status than an end in itself.'

Ideational

attitude toward educ.atiou. ·can be defined as 'predisposed belief that education is more an end in
itself for transmitting and developint_; lmowledge and
culture th~ a T.leenn for achievin3 an~.r extrinsic goals
2The NOne sc~lc is an occunation~l prcstif,c raruring
scale develo~cd by the Nation~l Opinion R~search
Center in 1~47. See Reiss, Albert J., Jr.,
Occun~tions ~nd Social !.it<:!.t-.. w, i'Ic\'t York, The Free

Press, l9o9, pp. 54-57.
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such as occupational status.'
Since attitudes are known to· be conp 1 ex e 1ernen t s,
educational attitude in this study is
represented by
of ten

ite~s

a co~posite

index

~~de

e

variable

up of a scale

about the functions of school and

education in general.

Five of the i teos, whic·h

specifically regarded the function of school and
education as a means. to getting a good job through
going to high schoo·l and college, made up the
i~strumental

education.

orientation of the attitude to¥mrd
e>~re

(These five i te:r.JS

15F, 24A, 26A, and 31A.)

fotmd in Nos. 15A,

Each of these five items

of instrumental value was as·s ign.e d a value of 1.
other five items were meant to
orientatio~

represe~t

The

the ideational

which regards education as essentially an

acadewic oatter.

(These five itens are fo~~d in

Nos. 15D, ·1 5H, 24B, 26B, and 31B.)

Each iter! of this

ideational orientation had a value of -1.

T.he

educational attitude of the st,.ldents was indicated
by the su.r:1 of the scale v., hich we i .~hed these two

orientations sinultaneouslv.

A positive

sm1

\"/Ould

denote an instru:nental orientation to\·,· ard education
and a negative su~ would indicate an ideational
attitude toward education.

If a ztudent checked four

instrumental items and three ideational ite~s, then
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he would have a net . value of 1 in the attitude scale.
·which vrould be considered an in·stru.'":'!ental o.rier..tation
tov:ard education.
the scale would

Students with a zero s\lr.l value on

b~

considered ideational, as this

study calls for a more definitive ste.nce with regard
to the instrumental value to;'lard education, which
\78.s

:postu·lated as

a

major characterizt.ic in the

Chinese cultural attitude toward education.
Th-e attitude scale is at best exploratory and

tentative because of a lack of previous _research on
educational attitude a.s it is conceptuali-zed in this
study.3

While .consisting of only ten

ite~s,

the

scale migh-t have covered only some of the areas which
are relevant to the concept of educat~onal attitude,

but it

see~s

sufficient as far as our study is

concerned at this point.
'llhe

control varia'bles:

Aside

fro~

the r.ajor

independent and dependent variables, t·;:o variables
·w ere also important as controls to- dcter1.1 ine r:hcther
the cultural influe.nce through :parental influence v;as
by any means valid -..

These two control vari~bles were

the socio-economic status of the student-s' fanily,_
3For a su~~arv of v;orlts done on educ<?.tionnl values
~nd attitudes, zce Sexton, P~~rici a ~ The ~~cr~can
School, A Sociolo ~ ical Anelvs2s, En ~le~ooc CI1ffs,
' J , Prent~ce-Hall,
Inc., 1967, Ch. 7, pp ... 76-89.
...
1......

.
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vrhich was represented by the occu-pational :::;tatus of
the father, and the gene-rational s-t atus of the
students~

deter~ined

by the length of residence of

the students' family in the

U~ited

States since it

first immigrated into the country.
The

socio-~conomic

status variable was used for

control because of its .knovm importance as- an
independent influence over

individu~ls'

behavior in

a class socie·ty such as the United States.

Although

the extent of its influence nay vary -from study to
stud~r v- and

our review of the- theoretical perspective

based on this structural variable led to t-he conclusion
that this variable \·!as not as ef'fecti ve -as the cul ture.l
factor in determining the aspiration levels of an
ir.dividual, it was nevertheless . i~portant to exanine
its role in this case study as a control variable.
The socio-economic status of the fanily ~as
represented by the current occupation of the fathers
of the Chinese students (l~o. 6).

The occ-up-ations

wer-e then classified into hieh, ~ediul!l, and low

statuo according to the NORC scale.

However, since

there ''~ere only fourteen cases \'lhich fell into t ·he
hish status level, the hi~h and medium status cases
''·'ere mere;ed to forr!l the r.1iddlc class sta.tu:J.*

Since

-K.t\lthoueh statistical results ~nd.icated differences

be-t\·:een the hi~h status a.nd th~ r.:cditL"!! ~t~t':ls renpondents in terms of their educat1onal asp1rnt1ons nnd
attitudes, ·the differenceo did not affect. the_: ove-rall
rcsul ts ,-,·hen the t:rm categories \-:ere co:nbl.nea to fo-rm
the

~idale

class category.
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the lower status occupations were mainly semi-skilled,
unsl-cilled, manual, or service types of work, they v1ere
reclassified as working class occupations as opposed
to the middle class status occupations.
This classification of the
of the Chinese families

~as

socio-econo~ic

status

admittedly roueh and

sl<etchy in ignoring many fine distinctions between
various levels of occupation.

Yet our

sample

s~all

did not pe.rmi t a fine breakdown of our respondents
into nany categories.

~:Ioreover,

even though some

Chinese had achieved certain occupational status
considered to be high, they might still be

predo~i

r.antly middle class in thetr values and behavioral
disposition due to ·t .he fact that the ste. tus rni.ght
have only been recently acquired.

It may also · be

noted that Chinese in the United States have traditionally been confined to only a few kindcr of
occupations.

This

su~&ests

that their occupations

and the resulting status in the social hierarchy may
be more

ho~ogeneous tha~

heterogeneous.

the classification of our sample into
and vmrlting

cla~s

Th~refore,

~icdle

class

categories secns to de:Jcribe very

v:ell the status structure of the Chinese conT!!unity.
The generational status is· recognized to be an
imnortant variable because of its

appnrcnt · ~ffect

on

the potency of the Chinese culture in A:r.erica.

Pon,;' s

study on the assinilation of Chinese-Anericar.s showed
that· ..the lonRer the Chinese family had resided. in ·the
United States, the more readily its r.1er.1ber.s were

assimilated into the American society, and the
the Chinese culture was in its influence.4

~e~ker

Theref·ore,

it is important to examine the role of this variable
in the context of this study.

If the

influc~cc

of the

Chinese culture is reduced with increa.-!:in,!3" len~th of
residence in the United States, then the influence of

the parents would be less nith students who have
higher generational status.

On the contrary, if the·

iP.-fluence of the Chinese c·ulture is strong, the

influence of the parents and the pattern of educational

as:piratio::l would be very stable across all f,e·ncrational
levels.

Hence the generational status is nn i~portant

control variable \·:hich ,-,.ould either confir!!l or .
disprove the hypo the sis.

Respondents were asked

to state where they v:ere born,. to dete~i!1e ,-:hether
they ~ere foreign or native bo~, and to indic&te how
nany generations their fanilies had lived in thc . United

States (No. : 3).

Thiz seemed to be a strzichtfor-.-;ard

4Fong, stanley L. J,i., "'rh~ Assi~ilntion~ o-:. Chinese in

Acerica; Chan~es in Or~c~tat~~~ ar.~ ~~c1al~Per
ception," Da~ter's TheS1G, s~n Pr~nc1SC0 ~tate

Colleee. 1963.
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Of

question \-:hich produced only five non-responses.

. t t~eneration
immierants,
the respondent.s who Vlere f ~rs
_;,
"
and the rest
nore th~n t·..-ro-thirds were fro!!l Hone K onu,

were from China or other parts of the world •
Other variable~:

The questionnaire also contained

manJr quest-ions concerning the students' f-amily back-

(;I"ound and cultural practices which were only of
minor im-portance.

Data from these questions were -

sorted and presented wherever it uas appropriate in
supporting

This
questions

o~

main prO!JOSi tion.

questio~~aire
~ith

contained

~ainly

close-ended

multiple. choices in most cases.

students were invited to eive any answers

the~r

But
deemed

-·

. i"

desirable by checldne the 'other• category with

!

;

;'..~

specific in:fornation c:o.dded to the choices we provided-.
These open-e-n ded answers were then coded and

~- ;
'

.

.• r
: ~
~ :'

:

,;

~ '
'
:

l

·.

incorporated in the appropriate categories w·hen. the

data ,-..ere- processed.
I.i:ni tat ions of the Question..YJ.aire Method
Though the use of questionnaire a!'t
- a tool for
collecting data is -knov-m. to have problems as
.
'
, for
exa!!iple, re spo:1dents I!!ay choo
t
se o eive socially
acceptable rather than genuinel}~
personal opinion~..,,
it also has r.any adva.nta~es ovr..r th
w
~
o er rr.ethods. It

i'
\- · ·

ft!:

ll•

1t::

i-j.

k
I
I.

r
t I·

:I
I
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is relatively

econo~ical,

and it

ncr~ito

the

respondents naxirr:UI:l fre e.dorn and pri vr!c y to

questions.

This questionnaire

~m~

the

c.n~·.-re r

indeed desir,ned

with the ad. vantages in mind, while accor.-":lodn tins; the
proble.ns as they occurred.

The format of' the

questionnaire strove to avoid a
group~ng

of the variables by

lo~ical

nunbcrin~

ordcrin~

the

or

quc~tions

in such a way that the questions pertainini. to cnch
~ajor

variable would be far anart to

nini~izc

rcc~on~e

s.et.
The responses of the- students

shom~d th3t

the

s.tructure of the question.."'laire \·:ns ~ore or le::::::J clear
and sinple to understand ~ith instructions accc~p~nyin~
all questions.

Tho-u-" h students were found to ir;norc

=

the instructions, their ans~ers annearcd to be
truthiul enough to be more u~eful than not.
Procedure for Collectinr; Data

Th.e question....,.aire ,·,-as :ore tested ~·:i th e. croup of
Chinese high school students in San ?rnncisco to see
i f

·
·
co-...,rchr>n~l.· blc to the cu~ jcct
the q_ues t ~onna1re v:as
·"r · • -· "'
·

population a·n d if there -::ere en~.r objcctio:1~- e:~cinst
any of the questions.

The pre-tent subjects appeare.d

,__r aspect of the ~uc=tionto have no objections to an .
naire. After so.me r.linor codificatio!'ls, the final
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form of the questionnaire ,.,-a,s edministered separately
to the students in Stockton iri the two schools selected
for this study.

But the procedure for administering

the questionnaire was the

sa~e

in both schools.

With the assistance of school officials, students
with Chinese last names in the two· school.s were invi ted
one week ahead of time to fi.l l the questionnaire out
in a room laree enoueh to hold them all.. E.:-::planations
about the study

~ere

briefly given, and

instr~ctions

were also given simultaneously to all respondents.
Students who had questions were encouraged to ask the
v.Titer, who \•Jas present on both occasions.
Since the respondents filled the questiunnaire
out on a voluntar.r basis, only 168 out of· a possible
304 turned up to do it,

55~

of the total number of

Chinese students in the two schools.
di ffi cul ty in naking

arrange~ent s

Due to the·

..-:i th the schoo.ls,

as any kind of such research tends to
schedule of the students, no effort
an~.r

disr~pt

•~ra.:s

the class

nade to gather .

r.1ore infor.::.a.tion beyond the 168 -cases.

Ho,·:~ver,

since the volunteer respond.ents constituted a spread
of stud-e nts. in all of the categori-es relevant to the
preble~

of the research, the absence of the other

students would not affect the major results or the
analysi~

of them.

Statistical Analysis
The data from the questionnaire- v.•ere sorted,
coded, and processed through SPSS (Statistical Package
.for the Social Sciences),

~hich

was appropriate for

the present study because it provided cross-tabulation
of data for control purposes.

Due to the small number of respondents, the

categories were kept to the minimum to ensure adequate
cases in each

Yule's Q was used to compute

cate~ory.

and determine the relationship of the variables.*
The analysis of data

also base.d entirely on the

\O:L!.S

re.sponses available to each item.

Hence the nu"Ober

of cases would vary from one table to another.
Initially, when
planned to do

~~

asked the students what they

im~ediately

after graduation, 163

students replied that they would go to college.
Ho-;7ever, 'l.'hen these sa.!:le students were asked hov; nany
years t .hey expected to attend college, only 15·9 gave
a positive
an~wer.

e~tirnate,

while four students had no

While those v-1ho planned to find vmrk

constituted only a few cases, the analysis of the
data would focus on the 159 ca::>es who were all collegebound, and who had some definite idea how far they

would go in school.
*See Appendix B.
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The

cate~ories

for each

v~riable

tables are labeled as defined earlier.
analysis focuses on only the

in the following
Since our

colle~e-bound

students,

the variable of educational aspiration v:ould be
classified into 'low' aspiration, \"!hich neans two to
four years of colleg_e , and 'high' aspiration, which
means more than four years .of college.
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V.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Results

As the hypothesis of t ·his etud:'t

nctu~lly

consi:sts

of three sub-hypotheses, the re::ml ts of' c:n.ch hypo-

thesis will be presented separately in

thi~

~ection.

After the main results for each hypothesia are
presented, results· under controlled. condi tion:J will
immediately follow for co·m parison purponcs.

Hypothesis 1: Given ~arental influence, Chincoc ctudcnto
vrould have relatively hieher educatio!"lal c.Epiration.
Of the 159 students who see!:led to h~vc o. dcfi':'li te
notion of how far they ,-,ould go in school, spccificn.lly
college, 67io( 107) said that the·;y would

r:.o :fro:n two to

:four years in college and 33~( 52) said tha.t they
VJould go for more than four years.

When parental

influence was introduced, 109 of the ztudent·:J replied

that their college attendance wan ex-pecter. by their
parents.

Of these 109 students,

35~~ !:<li.d tt.at they

v:ould go for more than four years·.

Table 1 prc::ent!J

the relative educational aspiration of all ztuc!·ents
\':i th or without parental influence •

T~ble

2 -prc!:c:1.t9

the same results with the socio-eco:lo:::ic statu!J of
T ~ble 3 shows nlco t~e =a=e
the students controllc d •

~

1 status of the students
results r.i th the generat1.ona.
controlled.

-
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Table 1: Parental Influence ~nd Zducc.tio~nl lt~!'i~tion
of Chinese Hi~h School Students

Parental
Influence

Yes
No
Total

High

Low

Totnl

38

71

lOQ

14
52

15

')~

107

l'Jl}

Q:.l6

Table 2: Parentel Influence on Educ~tionnl Acnirntion
of Chinese Students ~ith Socio-e~ono~ic ~tntun
Controlled

J.!id.dlc Clns.s
College

Parental
Influence

Yes

No
· Total

A~niration

Toto.l

High

Lo-:.•

20
6
26

?.6
11

.16"

~Q

6')

19
Q::.25

Workin~ C .la~s

Colle r e
High
Parental
Influence

Yes

17

No

8
25

Total

~ ~ ~irctio~

Lo;:

?;)tal

:,2

l,O

1:>

26

5-:)

75

<.:--· oo"'

-

-

1
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Table- 3: Parental Influence on Educational A~::-piration
of C'hinese Students ,.,i th Generation~l Status
Cont:-olled
First Generation
College A~pirati-on

Parental
Influence

Yes
No
Total

High

Low

Total

5
8
13

25

30

11

19

36

49
Q=-.57

Second Generation
College Aspiration
Parental
Influence

High

Lorr

9

2

20
7

29
9

11

-27

38

Yes
No
Total

Total

Q=.22

Third Generation
College Aspir:;.tion
Hi"'h

LO\":

y -e s

24

25

No

3
27

15

~

Parental
Influence

Total

Total

49
18
67

40

Q:::.66
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As shown in Table 1., the students \•tho rccoen"ized
~arcntal

influence in their college plan did have
a~pirat·ion

slir.:htly higher educational
-r1ho did not.

than students

Yet the correlation 1·.-as very low with

.a Q value of .16.

The low correlation secos

~~derstandable

when

the results are reevaluated under control conditions.
Tables 2 and 3 show that both the socio-econor:dc and
(,encrational statuses have

so~e

effect on parental

influence and the students• aspiration.

When social

status vm.s controlled, par'e nto v:i th higher status
see~ed

to influence the .stude!lt.s
to·;.'ard hieher
"l
.

education more than parents

~ith lo~er

social status.

The difference in the two cases serves to reduce the
correlation betvreen

~arental

influe:!'lce and ed-ucational

aspiration.
The same thL'I'lg happens '·:hen gener<:!tional status

i .s controlled.

Table 3 sha';';'S t.hC'.t a &reat disc·repancy

occurs betr:een the first and the third

~cnero.tion

·

students· i~ their respective educational as~iration
and acknowledged parental influence.

The contra-

dictory result clearly expleined why the overall
correlation bet\·:een parental influence n.nd ~ducationa·l
aspiration . .~.ras so low.
Though parental influence on educational ~oals
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v1as fou..11.d to be differentially annlied to ~tud-ents

\":lith dit':ferent social and eenerational ctatu!l, the
overall result showed that, in mo3t cases, our
h;ypothesis--th:;tt parenta-l

influence tends to

encourage Chinese students to set hi~er educational
aspiration--is -confirmed.

Hypothesis 2: ' Given parental influence, Chineze ~ale
students Ylould have hiGher educatio::1al a.cpirntion
th~~ female students.

T.his h'~othesis
is based on the Chi::1cse cultural
·"characteristic of pat·ricentriso, ,-:hich has long

decreed that males are superior to fe~<?.l.es in the
st~~cture of human society.

The Dajor results

concerning this hypothesis are sho\·:n in Tables 4 t ·o 6.
Table 4: Parental Influence on the Educational Acpiration
of Chinese ~ale and Fe~ale Students

C olle.se Asniration
Lo.w

Total

26

29

-ss

12

42
71

5·1

High ·

Yes

Parental
Influence
No

?;Iale
Female
·Total

Male
Female
Total

38
0~

5
14

21
15
36

Q::.52

109

30
/J

50

Q:.I2
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Table 5: Parental Influence on the Education2l Aspiration
of Chinese J.~ale and Fer.;ale Students with
Socio-economic S-tatus Controlled
Middle Class
CoTle_ge Aspiration
High
~es

Parental
Influe-nce

:rro

LO'(I

Total

Male
Female
Total

9

9
17

20

26

26
46

Male
Fe-male
Total

5
1
6

10
2
12

15
3
18

11

20

Q=-840

Q=o-

Working Class
College Aspiration
High -

Yes
Parental
Influe!lc-e

Total

Male

14

14

28

Per.tale

3
17

18

21

~?

49

Jitale

4

7

11

Female
Total

4

.1 1

15

a

18

26

Total
No

Low

-'

~

Q=.71

Q:.,._22
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Table 6: Parent.al Influence on the Education Aspiration
of .Chinese l!ale and Female Students \'ti th
Generational Status Controlled
First Generation·
College Aspiration

Yes
Parental
Influence

No

lt!ale
Female
Total
rJiale
Female
Total

High

Lov,•

Total

4

ll

15 .

_ _1_ _ _ _ _ __..;1;;;..:4;....__ ____;;1;;...:;5_ Q=. 67

5·

25

30

5

5

10

___3~----------~6~---~9~ Q=.33
8

11

Second Generation
College Aspiration
High ·
·Low
Yes

Parental
Influence

No

Male
Feoale
Total

J'Jale
Fenale

Total

r.:ale

Female
Total

Parental
Influence

No

Male
Female
Total

Total

17
1
12
13
--~~----------------------~~
10
20
30
0J

1

8

6

1

7

Total

23
25
48

9

14

2

5

7

7

14

2l

~ppears

due to

9
20

--~~----------·----~------~

·*The Q value cannot be inte.r nreted as it
the zero cell entry in the t~ble.

Q=l*

8

12
16
23

11

Q~.86

"7

--~0--------------~1~_____1__

Third Generation
Colleec Aspiration
Low
High
Yes

19

Q=.24

Q:.l6

The results in Tables 4 to 6 indicate that
p~rental

influence does play an

i~portant

role in the

differential -educational aspiration between male and
female Chinese students.

.Students who were aware of

parental expectation seemed to be alco nore aware of
their sex role differences,_ \7hich ,.,ere reflected in
the male students having marl:::edly higher nspiration
than the female students.

Though the degree of

_p arental influence in this n;atter vari-ed ar:ong the
various groups of students w·i th different fa:nily
bz.ckground, the hypo-thesis is 'Positively confirmed
because the overall results were consistent under
all control conditions.
H~~othcsis )!

Given ~arcntal influence, the educational
attitude of the Chinese Students ,·:ould be nore
inst~er-tal than ideational.
This hypothesis is based on the nrevi-ous anal:'tsis

that the CUStOrr:~rY
prar~~atic
outloo}::
....
'--

practice of achieving high status

0!1

life and the

throu~~

education

had. d.e veloped an instru.T.ental attitude toward
education anong the Chinese.

Thou&~ Q~doubtedly

students nay realize that educatio!'l has

man~r

fu.11.ctions.

they nevertheless would place different degrees of
--

importance on the instrumental and the ideational
asp.e cts of education under parental or non-parental
influe-n ce..

The major findines c·o nce-r ning educational
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attitudes arc presented in Tables 7 to 9.
Tab.le 7: Parental Influence on the Ed·uc at ional Attitude
of Chine·se Students
Educational Attitude
Tnstrunental Ideational
Parental
Influence

Total

Yes

77

32

100

No
Total

19

31

96

63

50
159

Q=.59
Table 8: Parental Influence on the Educational Attitude
of Chinese Students with Sccio-econo~ic Status
Controlled
r~Iiddle

Class

Educational Attitude
Instrumental Ideational
Parental
Influence

Yes

No .
Total

28
9
37

Total
46
20
66

18
11

29
Q=.)l

Worl-:ing Class
Educational Attitude
Inst:rlL"':!ental IC.eational
Parental
Influence

Yes
No .

Total

36
12
48

14

Total

19

50
31

33

81

Q=.60
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Table 9: Parental Influence on the Educatio~al Attitude
of Chinese Students Vli th Generational s·tatus
Controlled
First Generation
·Ea. uca t i ·onal Attitude

Instru.!:l.ental
Parental
Influence

Yes
1'10

Total

20
7
27

Ideational ·Total

13

33
20

13
26

53

Q=.48

Second Generation
Educational Attitude
Instrll.!!!ental Idcatione.l
Parental
Influence

Yes
No·

Total

23
6
29

Total
30
11
41

7

5
12

Q=.46

Third Gene·ration
Educational Attitude
Instl"'U::lental I<leatio!lal
Parental.
Influence

Total

13

48

No

35
9

13

22

Total

44

26

70

Yes

Q=.59

I

I

j
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The students' consistently . greater tend-enc.y
toward an
under

instTQ~ental

~arcntal

h;v:pothesis.

attitude toward

educ~tion

influence clearly confirms our

It sho\-vs at the same tine

of education for achieving hiGher

th~t

statu~

the use

in life is

still a very strong cultural characteristic

anon~

the

Chinese in America.

"The overall results in this section show that

parental influence does have a stronG influence

ov~r

the educ·ationai aspiration and attitude of Chinese
students.

Parental influence is perhaps oore

si{J'lificant over structural differences bct\"leen
male an<i female students than the overall picture
of acpiration, v.rhich is generally· high.

Since

education is so hiehlJ" regard..ed in the Chinese culture,

even those students

YlhO

consciously see}: independence

from narental influence r.ay still h~vc inte~~liz·<?C.
this traC..i tional !l.Orrr.

Especi2-lly \·:he:'l .so::e of

their references besides their parents are their peers
a.11d t~achers.

If their peer~ are r.!::!i~l:.r Chinese, t:hcn ·

the cultural trait of deniring oorc educa~ion =.2y be
a ~hared goal amonr- the zt:.tdents o.:td their frier..d·s.
<.;>

t ·f their

referenc~ is their teachers,

\·:no arc clearly

inclined to-.,.,ard hir,-h acade:nic a.chieve::1ent, then their
influanee may actually reinforce the Chine!:e

parent~•
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J
d:e.s.ire for their offsprinc to obtain as r.'lUch educ.e.t-1-on
as possible.
Regardless of what their reference

~ight

be,

there is indeed a higher concensus between the students
and their parents than either their teachers or peers
concerning the matter of education.

In an attempt

to te-st how far the students would agree with their
parents, they 'vere asked to rate t ·he irrrportance of
education on a scale of 1-5 according to \·;hat they
thought and what their parents, teachers and friends
thoueht (No._ 36)..

If the rating of the students

matche-d that of another group, then they were considered
to agree with each other..

But if the- ratings did not

-r.Jatch, then they v:ere considered to- disagree.

The

results are presented in Table 10.
Table 10: Concensus Between Chinese Students and
Selected Reference GroU!JS Re -- ;arding the
Inportance of Education
Reference Group
Peers
Teachers
Parents
Agree
StudcntsDisag.ree
Total

T21(75~)

41{25%)
162( 100.~)

87(56~)

69( 44';~)
15 6 ( 10.0~~")

91( 58~)
65(42'P)
156(10~)

This table sho•:.rs· that students at;ree more with
their parents on the importance of education than ~ith
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their teachers or peers.
the students and their

It clearly

par~nts

SU6~es~s

sh2re a

co~~on

that
value

to\·.•ard education, and that the place of the parents
as a primary agent for

transmittin~

cultural values

is ascertained, although sone students mny prefer to
exert their independence by turning to other
authorities for guidance.
Internretation of the Results
The paraoount ir.lportance. of the family., the
established authority of the p2rents or the elders,
and the high regard for education are integral parts
of the traditional Chinese culture . .-.rh ich has persisted
successfully for centuries.

These features of the

Chinese culture are so central to the behavior and the
thirucing of the Chinese that they continue to be
import~nt

among Chinese icrcigrants and their

descendants overseas.
It 1s· indeed the finding of many recent studies
on the Chinese C0!!1"1luni t;y· in

A~erica

that the Chinese

fanilial systeo is still going strong at the present
time.

In several Ds:vchologieal and p·ersonality
-

<

studie.s of Chinese college ·s tudents, it has been fo1md
that they are very receptive to authority, respectful
of their parents and agreeable

~ith

·the well-defined sex
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roles, and value education very hichly.l

In other

·studies, Chinese parents have been found to adhere

to t ·he traditional \\-ays of rearinc children, expecting
obedience and respect from their offcprinr,.2
mothers :may be more responsible for

Thou~h

di.sc:iplinin~;

the

children because of the fathers·• long hours o.t work,
value·s such as obedience to the eldern re;::nin intact,
and are duly transmitted fron parents to the children.
While it is now clear that Chinese _p c.rents follo'"'

many of the established cultural practices in
socializing their offspring, it is iL.portant to
examine how they actually preserve and tren3mi t

these practices and their reasons for doinc so.

The

ensuing analysis will follow the for.i..at. of focu:;ing
on each of the main characteristics of the Chin.~se
culture we have discussed so far one at a tine.
1 sue, Derald w. and Franl~, Au:::tin C • , A T::p?lo~icel
Apnroach to the psvchological Study of Cn1ne~e
Pnd~ Jananese
,. YT'erl.·
C ollece r.~ales •" J ourr.al o-f
.. r~
.t'
r·•~·
073
..., 12C.-147 •
Social I.ssues, V. 29, :No. 2, 1_, ' P:--•
;
"'
"Chi~e"'e10
ld
Also Sue Stanle"'r and Sue, De::~a
•'
•
•
.,
•
'
" l·t
d . . ~ ... nt·al Health," ~'!.:::e!'"tls1n
American Persona 1. y an !'- ""Journal, Vw 1, No. 2, 1971, PP• 36-49.
11

can

?.....
K
"The Chinese P<:?::ily in
...ueVos, G. and Abbott,
·• . .... U ·vcrzit ..1r of C?li!"ornia,
San Francisco , " !~!SW The s 1->, nl.
·
•

Berkeley~ Ca.~ 1966.

.

H

~

.

"Child-rear1n~

Also Krie ,~er, S. F. and Kr~-~:h• !:;;~ p;otcst2.nt !::ot!:crs_,"
Attitudes of Chinese, Je\, 1 ~ ~-.... 86 197 2
2'J5Journal of Social Ps:'rcholotf'T' V •
'
' PP•
~10.

See also o-p. cit_. , Y/eiss,

1074
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•
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The

I~nortance

of Education

In an educational study for the San Francisco
school district, soci.ologist Jane r.rercer found that
Asian students in primary school·s were nore
achi·e vement-oriented and had higher educational
aspirations than other students.~

Asian parents were

found to have higher support for school and were
le·ss pro-integration than other ethnic groups.
Though the study did not brealc the Asian students

clown i ·n to C"hinese·, Japanese, and Filipino origin,
the results presu;·nably applied to the Chinese students,
who comprised about

571~

of the total Asian student

population in the elementary schools. 4

We may infer

from this result that Chinese parents have instilled
high regard for school in the youngsters by the time.
they are in eler.1entary s·chool.
In a seri.es of essays \".Ti tten by tenth grade
hi e h school students in Berkele:"~r, California, many

,.
~

Chinese students attested to the strict U"flbringing
they exnerienced from their parents.

The awareness

3on. cit., Mercer.

...

4Selected Data for Comn:::.rative Study in the Challenge
to ri1 ect a Be tcr R a c;~l 3 ~l~nce in the San
Francisco Pub ic Sc~ools, l9b b-1972, San Francisco
Unified School Distric£.

.i

6.2

of parental expectation

~~s

so great that one student

VIas led to reir.ark:
It seems like all my non-Chinese friends are
only expected to do their best, but for my
Chinese friends and me, we are expe~ted to
reach our parents' goal set for us.
Yet high parental expectations

~ight

not be effective

in making any significant impression on the Chinese
you-th were it not for the fact that Chinese parents
are able to reirrlorce their high expectations -by
their

o~~

behavior.

disadvantaged - in

a.

Being culturally and economically
foreign environment, Chinese

parents, father and mother alike, usually have- to ·
work hard to support their families.
their labor is

eA~licitly

The goal of

understood by all to be the

improvement of the life end the status of th.e younger
generation, as stated by one student:
I can still re.I!!ember '·:hat he (the father) said
to oe -. .... He said, "Don't end up like ne \":hen
you grow up. I don•·t \--:ant to see you. ,·;or1dng
in the restaurant, wor]{int.r 12 hours a day... I
'\",rant you to sit in the office, \·1orking 8 hours
a day with vacation and five days a v:eek ••••
to get a better education that I never had the
chance ·to get. Don't end up like ge." His
words have be en al \~·ays in ID"J" oind.
Though they . are·_at times puzzled, Chinese
5so.iourne-rs III Asin.n Writers Project, Asian A:nerican
Studies, Berkeley Hieh School 9 Berkeley Unified
School D"istrict, June 1973. Pages are not nu~bered
in the journal.
6·b·d
~ -~

-·

i

'

I
.:
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children rarely fail to realize the
the o·'bjectives of their parents.

~acrifice

r.~any

and

j.'Oungsters

appreciate the effort of their parents ·and accept
parental goals as their goals, as de·nonstro.ted by.
the students· in. our sample.

Hence parental influence

on Chinese youth is exerted in the form . of strict
discipline, e·x pl"ici tly high expectations, and a hardworking role-model to induce obligatory conr:titmcnt
from the youngsters_to meet the objectiv-e of their
sacrifice

and

labor;

Chinese culture in America is certainly exenplified
by

the interaction ·within the

i~~i~rant

families.

But

it is also manifested by institutions other than the
family.

As Lym.a·n stat-ed, the early experience of the

Chinese in America was "en instance of unusually
persistent social isolation and preservatio~ of the
Old World values."7

The early Chinese ir--::is-rants in

the United States came for essentially

econo~ic

reasons;

they expected to work, save mon.ey, and ret~1rn hor.le to
a life of leisure and comfort.

T.hey v:ere the

•sojourners' who resisted assi~ilation into the
dominant society, and any adjustment that had to be
made during their tenure in the United States was
8
primarily econo~ic a~d secondarily cultural.
7Quoted in

op.

cit., Weiss, 1974, P• 42.

~

f
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.,''
't·

!

i•·
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Bes.ides

ob.servin~

the

sa~e

li vine ho.bi ts, the

early Chinese workers r.Jaintained C.hines·e tradition
in this :foreign land by establishing family or ·c lan
associations, which were sir:tpl:r extensions of the
family associations in their native vi.llaees. 9

These

associations were charged with nany responsibilities,
such as accommodating the newcomers and adminintering

justice within. the ·Chines.e con~uni ty.
assumed the role of leadership

a~ong

They thus

the Chinese and

served to unit-e and protect the ir.-.r.ligrants during

the anti-Chinese era which lasted fror.t 1950--1940.
These family associations also contributed t .o the

:

:

preservation of the Chinese culture by setting up

Chinese schools. and organizing activities to observe
10
Chinese holidays ~~d festivals.
Since the associations served as the leadership

o:f the Chinese cornmur..i ty, and since the-y were expre·ssly
tradition-bound, Chinese culture t"Jas conserved in

such a way that the feeling of ·being a. 'sojourner'
was an integral part of Chinese ir.nigrants' ethnic
'Jyuan D. Y. "Volunts.r~r Seqe~ation: A Study. of !le\"1
,
'
.
.t .
. ~ ct-....-,., r--ln~ "'orld
York Chinato,··m " in r~-:~norl. ;:es l.n 1: ;·'-u .
ed. by Barren, !.!il ton t., 1~ ew Yor. _, .hlfrec. -~· Knopf,
Inc., 1967, p. 267w
9on. cit., Weiss, 1974, P• 36.
L

' ;.

..

-

p

•

10p 0 r functions of the Chinese fa~ily as~~ciati~ns, see
Lai, H. !;!ark and Choy., Philip P .~, OutlJ.nes HJ.story
of the ,. .Chincse in Ame·rica., publl.shed by the authors,
San Francisco, 1973, PP• 114-125.

t·
. i
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identity.

This feeling of being sojourners

v~as

so

strong that even a native-born Chinese-American youth
would say

11

going back to China," instead of "going

to China" even though he bad never been there .11
I

The persistence of the culture in the Uni te.d·

..
i

Stat·es may be due to a large extent to the intense

.,

ethnic consciousness of the Chinese immigrants.
Yet the endurance of the culture is also due to the
presence of certain social conditions in American
society which encouraee its existence, the most
proninent of the.s e social condi tio!ls being social
discrimination against the Chinese brought on by
institutional racism.
Because the Chinese had distinct physical
appearance and living habits which were rad"ically
different from. the .Europeans, they were readily
assigned a minority status far inferior to the white
as soon as they first came to America..

Despite their
..

apparent achieveoent in building the trans-continental

'.

i: !; . :

rail¥mys and in other industries such as mining and
a :-:;ricul ture, Chine.se have always bee.n considered

11\'/on.~, Victor, "Childhood 1930" in Tin.n:: The · Caldron,
Chinese Art and Iclentitv in S::m Fr<:'.ncisco, ed. by
Harvey, Hick, San }'ranc·i sc o Glide Urba..'1 Center.,
1970, pp. 15-24.

..

I,.
I

'

;·

,.
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inferior .and 'inscrutable.•l 2

The anti-Chinese move-

ment. that last.e d :from 1850 to 1940 prompted the
Chinese to unite for mutual protection end strengthened
the power o.f the family associations.

The at.t ernpt

to bar the Chinese £rom attending public schools, and
the segregation of

the~

into schools of their own

later, retarded their learning end understanding of
the American culture, while enhancing the ir.rportance
of the Chinese schools • 1 3 ·.
Social" discrimination against the Chinese was
most notic·eable in the area o'f ·w ork.
were discouraged _from seeking

~ork

Because Chinese

and employers

were unable ·to hire the-m due to anti-Chinese
legis·l ation ·enacted during the anti-Chinese pe·riod,
they were left with f'ev1 alternatives to
~a~y

!!la~ce

a liv·ing •

Chinese promptly adjusted to the situation by

concentrating their

rnenpo~er

in

' ;

.

..
i

~

non-com~etitive ·
~

occupations such as cooking and \.'ashing, which were
considered

1

woman's wor!r;,' and v:hich later led them to

become entrepreneurs in the operation of businesses
such as restaurants and laundries.

These occu~ations

12For economic. contributions of the Chin.e se in the
U.S., see on. cit., Lai and Choy, pp. 47-81.
See also \~'u, S. y. , One Hu!ldre d Years of Chinese in
the u.s. and Ca.na.de., Hon:1 .K ong, 1954. ;r he book is
available in C.hinese only.
13ibid~. Lai and _Choy, pp. 99-101.

•
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and businesses all reinforced their ethnic identity
because they

e.r.~ployed

skills which \·:ere

Chinese and because their c-lientele was

e~~entinlly
al~o

1-e.reely

Chinese.

Besides economic

discri~ination,

many states in

the tmion also enacted la,·rs Ylhich prohibited interracial marriage between Chinese and A~ericens.l4
the law -was not abolished until 1967 by
Court, it definitely shared in

prornotin~

th~

As

Supreme

cultural

so lidari t:'l!r among the Chinese _, who \·;ere syot c ne. t i cally
prevented from

int~grating

into the

A~erican

r.ain-

stream..While on the one hand Chinese were prohibited fran
participating fully in ..i\~erican society, on the otherhand, they were able to utilize opportunities in
selected areas.

It ,,'2.s found in a study in ~\et"T York

City in the 1960's th~t Chinese felt they ~ere so~t
accepted in school and least in p-oli ti.cs, ·::hile they
were nartiellv accented at \tork and in
-

~

-

housin~.-15

Though discrioination and inequality existed in
educational institutions,_ education was still

relative-l y more available in the United States.
Sociologist Patricia Sexton noted. the exp~nsion of
l.i·b·
d
-~.,
l'•

0~

9•

l5on. cit., Yuan, p. 272.
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th~

economy which called for a

co~parnblc

expansion

in education to train personnel needed in a
of industries in modern society ..16

v~riety

Especially· since

the Second World War, the need for personnel in

scientific and military technology has pror.oted the
popularization of education, as in California, where
the population has been served by "-a. vast oultiversity and system of: community collcees which are
both close to home and inexpen-sivc."l7

It v:as

estimated that in 1961, over one-third of e.ll

coll.e~es

in California admitted ::;tudents with o.nly a high
school diploma.
Amidst this expansion of econo~ic and educational
opportu_~ities and the inprove~ent

of the Sino-A~erican

relationship during the· Second World \"/2-r, which led

to the repeal of nany anti-Chine.se

le~islations,

Chinese began to utilize the educational sy.ste:: to

better their lot ·after 1940..

The overv:hel~in~ desire

to gain a college educ<:lt·ion a~ong Chinese ;youth
sugee·sts that college education ~i~ht still be the

only viable alternative available to i~prove their
As Lyman
observed, lnbor unions still
c

lives ..

16 on.

•t ., Sexton,

c~

17-b·d
2:.2:.-·, p. 52.

p.

2.

. l
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continued to

discri~in~tc

a~ainst

the Chinese by

Testricting their entrance into the· labor unions as
well as into apprenticeship trainine.l8

Indeed,

anti-Chinese sentiments arc still prevalent aoong
labor leaders who are fearful that Chinese labor
night be too cheap, and therefore threatening to
the ?:elfare of the American workers. 1 9
Data on the occupational struct.u re of the

Chinese population in the United States from 1940 to

1970 show that there has been a I!larlc.ed increase in
the number of Chinese doing -orofessional-t·e ch.'l'lical
v10rlc, but they are still underrepresented in craft

or slcilled work areas.

The apparently high percentage

of o:perat·ives among .the Chinese r.or1cers actually
concentrates in the garment industry, v:hich employs
a lar.~e number of' Chinese ,·:o!!ten in

ne·:: York and

.I

California with low v:agcs, since they do not belon/j

l

f

I

to any labor unions·..

13L;.r.rrian, Sanford JI., Chine~e-A!':'lericans, Nevr York,
Randor.~ House, 1974, pp. 133-141.
lO·b·d
..... ~ ]. ., p. 140 •

.

;
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Table 11: Occupational .Structure of tho Chinese
:Population in America, 1940-197020
Occupational
Type
Professiona·l techni·cal
Managerial
Sales-clerical
Crafts
O:peratives
Service
Farm{Labor and
management)
Total

Year
1940

1950

1960

1970

2.%
20.4%

7.~

17.~

25.3~

20.1~

12.7~

8.6~

11.3~

16.~

20.4%

22.5~

1.2{o

).Q%

5.~

5 .1~~

22.41o

17. 45·~

15. o;~

15.1~

37.~

33.5~

21;1~

20.5~

3-9~

2.61o

1.~

0.8%

100 .Qtfo

lOO.oP

93.3~

97.~

While there has been a steady increase in

~hite-

c o llar occupations, Chinese ii!lrligrant s are s ti 11 lo clced
in the same few alternatives.

Either they

eo

through
'

;

the college route and become professionalG, or they
have to \":ork hard by climbing fror.1 the bottott as
uns}{i .lled service v:or~cers.

Such a lac!<: of

alternatives in their choice of career is a ~ain
source of frustration among Chinese youth \·:ho are no.t

cut out to succeed in school, as a. younczter -rer.1a.r!ced:
11

1

lmo.,·;

I would. have t .o start at the bottoo of the

employreent ladder, but I had no idea that the bot.too
.,21

rung r.a s so far un d e r ground • .

20u.s.

census, Depart::tent of Labor, ·washinc;ton., D.C.

2~ 0 ng, .Ben R.,. .. The Ghetto of the l!ind," A~erasia,
:trovember 1971. p ... 23.

..
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It is this persistent discrimination against
Chinese which leads them to choose education as a
means for upv1ard mobility.

Chinese students appear

to be very much aware of the opportunities provided
by school.

When asked how they v:ould finance their

college education (No. 30), l08(681o) students replied
that they would apply for scholarships; 44{ 28%)
rep·lied that they would obtain a loan from banks or
friends for their college e·xpenses..
ti~e

Working part-

was also a popular alternative among the students

in financing their college career with 112(7~) saying
that they would do that v1hile going to college... Of
the 159 college-bound students, 5·5%( 88) of them also
replied that· they would go to a community college
which was tuition-free.
present are also i ·n a

High school students at

~etter

position of setting

educational goals when they have witnessed the
apparent success of their peers.

While only 2~{44)

of all students said that their father had had some
college education,

67~q 112)

of them said that their

siblings attended or were attending college.
We have discussed how Chinese culture has
persevered in the United Stat-es throush special cvondi tions
in American society Vlhich favor the maintenr!nce of the
Chinese culture..

As institutional racisr.t has enforced

...
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the social isolation of the Chinese community, Chinese
culture in the United States is amazingly impervious
to change, and has remained mare t .raditional _in many
areas than is the case with Chinese culture found
elsewhere.

The native-born Chinese in America may

share many pra.c tices in common with the Chinese in
other parts of the world, yet they may indeed have
adopted more cultural traditions which have been

!

j;

I:

stringently preserved by· their forebears who experienced
unique social discrimination in this country..

Though

no thorough comparison can be rr.ade at this point,
our data show that the native-born Chinese students
seem

~o

be more aware of parental expectations and

their aspiration conforms more to cultural norm t .han
the foreign-born students, as in Table 12.
Table 12: Birth Status and Parental Influence
Parental Influence
No
Yes
I

I

I

I
I

\.

I

Birth
Status

JlativeBorn.
ForeignBorn
Total

78

\ i

;

Total
105

27

30

19

49

108

46

154

.

;
)

I

:It
....

Q=.29
The unusually traditional appearance of the Chinese
culture in America is exemplified by the experience

J
/
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of the new immigrants from Hong Kong who are amazed
by the rolls of
as

11

fa~ily

association halls in Chinatown

they have ne·ver seen anything quite like it in

Hong Kong or China. "'22
The minority status of the Chinese in America
serves to bind Chinese parents and their children
to a -common goal of overcoming their ascribed inferior
status through achievement in education...

The process

by which .the goal is fulfilled serves to reinforce
the various· values unique to Chinese culture such as
respect for parents and high regard for education.
Though

co~arisons

can only be made tentatively,

Chinese student·s• educational aspiration shows that
Chinese do exceed other ethnic groups in their

l

!
l ;·Ii :..
:1 'r ' i
' li
j.

orientation toward educational achievement·.
In Bordua's comparative study of Catholic,
Protestant, and Je•;dsh high school students, it was
fo~~d

,,d
·\i
I I

1
\~

"i

'r

that when the students' parents stressed

colle ge highly, 73~· of tne Catholic students intended
to go to college, v;hile 80% of the Protestant. students
and.

94~

o:f the Je•·lish students intended to go to

college.23

In another study by Wendling and Elliott,

22Fong, Stanley L. M., ''Identity Conflicts of Chinese
Adolescents in San Francisco·.. in f,iinori ty Groun
Adolescents i~ the United States~ ed. by Brody, E.B.,
Baltimore, Vlilliam.s . and i'/ilkins, 1968, p. 128.
2}on.

·;

cit~,

Bordua.

~ ··
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mothers were asked how _far they expected their
children to go in school.
5~

The resul to showed that·

of the white rnot~ers, 44% of the black ~others,

and 26% of the. Mexican

~others

said that they would

like their children to atte-n d colleee. 24
In our present endeavor, Chinese students '>Vere
aslced to estimate how their parents felt about the
i~portance

of education.

(No. 36 ±n the questionnaire,

which is equivalent to Bordua's aslcine; the students
how highly their parents stressed college.)

139

students replied that their parents felt that education
was very important by checking

nu.;~ber

5 on the scale.

Of these 139 students 135(97%) also replied that they
intended to go to colleg.e aft-er high school graduation-a proport.ion that is significantly hieher than all
the ethnic groups studied except for the -Jewish ~roup.

'il l-:

I ,

, l::
)

I

' !,.,
i

j .

i>

:I
,r,
.i .

Though this comparison is rough, it nevertheless

'

I ~

I;·

confirms that respect for education as a cultural

l~

trait is actively supported by the Chinese youth under

II ';
~

!

.'

·parental influence • .. . .
24op. cit., Wendling and Elliott. ·

'.
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Dif.fere!l"tinl Educatio!"lal Asnirntio!"l
l!'e~ale Chinese Stud·cnts

B~tw~t"!'l

!l·n.le nnd

While education is a generalized valu.e in Chinese
! .

culture, its importance iz differentially applied to
men and women..

As the Chinese fa;,ilinl zystem is

traditionally patricentric. it follows that men are
more favored to be \·1ell-educat·ed

th~ wo::-~en.

Besides.

the imperial civil service .e xamination, r.hich wns the
,; 1· i

main promo:ter of education, never e.d:'litted women
candidates.

;~

.r !

There was then no inztru::1ental Vtllue

·i. i '
~ i.

whatsoever for women to acquire as :m1ch education as
men.

Though there \·Jere outstandin[! wo::nen Gcholars,.

poets

~nd

• 'I :

even politicians in the history of China,

j ~ ,~

they were indeed few and far betwee-n..

~

i

i

.
I

1

i :: '
! ::

Wo::ren were

ex~ected to obey their fathern in youth. their

'

I ·:'

The traditional relati.onship between Chinese men
and vtomen is indeed extremel.y unequal.

~

.

. i
., .
. I

.t
·j

I

.

.

j.

husbands after marriaee, and their sons i~ old a~c.
They had no legal status b.ecause they \·,·ere perpetually
subordinate to cen, 'and could under no- circu:::stances
divorce their husba..."'lds, although hu~'ba.'"1ds could
justifiably divorce their ~ivcs on ~ro~~ds of childlessness, jealousy, end even 1 oquac1.•t Y. 25

r,\

T~..ou~;".. wocen

....-e.re knov.n to be productive ccono:lically. for they
25ou. cit., Moore, p.

348.

II
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were skilled weavers, and some of them actually had
to work· beside their husbands in the fields, there
~~s

no comparable recognition for ·their ability and

slcills besides their main :functions of procreation
and serving their husband and his family.

Institu-

tional practices such as concubinage and feet-binding
of the women since the Sung Dynasty (around 1000 A.• D.)
served to rele&ate women to an even more inferior
status by their becoming more than before "·s ervants
and :playthings of men. u2 6

Feet-binding existed unti·l

the turn of the twentieth century, and concubinage
is still a full-fledged institution within Chinese
communities in ·Hong Kong, Taiwan, and other places
where it is permitted. ·
China has undergone many profound political and
social changes in the past few decades.

The status

of women has also been inproved t .renendously in
recent years, especially in mainland China, where
men and women ere supposed to have equal status as
comrades.

Chinese women elsewhere also seem to be

:caking headway in raising their

stat~~

educational and business achievements.

t .hrough
Besides

beine equal to man in law, women in Tai\•;an comprise
357o of all students allowed to study ov erseas hy

26on. cit., Reischauer and FairbankJ P• 224.

i"

I
I

I

------------i~
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;

;,

the Ministry of Education, \":hich is an indication of.
tremendous achievement because those ~ho can etudy

\

abroad are conside-red to be the •creal':l of the crop.•27

I

~·

&

i

'·

Chinese parents also appear to understand the
magni~ude of recent social chan~es and arc bc~inning

to recognize the ability of their dauehte.rs.

In a

study by Jeffrey Lee-, Chinese parent~ ·in San Frnncisco uere asked .,.1hom _the:\~" would send to colle~c. if
they could afford to send orily one. child, and their-

t

I

2

daughter v.ras a better student t .han their son. 8'
Fifty-three percent of the parents said they ~ould
send their daughters, and only 6c{o said they would
send their son, v:hi.l e the rest ( 41~) said that they
would send both children...

This finding sur.m-ests

that perhaps at least 5~ of t ·he Chinese are ready to
consider women in terms of their ability, and since
their ability is measurable against r.~en·' s, their
status therefore should be co~parable to ~enrs.
Howeve r, research finding s in favor of the
change of the status of YlO!:len a::non~ the Chinese see::'l
It is
to have presented only part of t .he truth.

true that the·re has been tremendous chanGe toward
27chicn

Titania Jicn-Tsieu, "Social Status . of \'/o:;1en

in the Republic of China," Journal of

V. 11. December 1972, PP• 137-156.
28on. cit., Jeffrey Lee.

l·. Slrtn

\'lo;:"~en,
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'{

.~

raising the status of wor.1en, who nrc o.wnre of th-e
expanded opportunities and actually utilize these
opportunities to better their lot.
show_,

93~(74)

Ac our own data

o:f the female students hnd de·fini te

idea about going to college as compured to 97~:( 85)
I

of the male students.

Yet v;hen \':e went further to

examine how much education they actually ,·,o.ntod,
female students had consi-stently lo·:.·cr o.cpirntion
than male students, which indicateo thnt thc.ro o..ro
substantial differences in aspiration b-etween the
sexes.

The result of male students havin0 hir.her

educational aspiration ,,,.as especially true u:-1d-cr the
influence of Chinese parents, and \·:as not as -n ir,nificant without parental influence.

It seems then that the traditional roles of
women and men are still ..·,ell-observe-d b:t Chinese
youth.

Students interested in Chi:1e !::e cul t·..a·c }:ave

observed that

patricentris~ is still very ~ch

evident in Chinese society..

One report on wo::c·n•

8

status in Taiwan remarked that:
Education is hiF-hly valued in. the oihddile
o
• t
to
s
1 ...~ cruc1al.
c 1 ass. F or a boy, 1
·t is t~e rnea~s
1
future career. For a. gxrl,
d 29
to securing- -a high status husba.n •
.
f 'i/oncn in Tait-•::m,
29D1amond, No-rma, "The status 0 B"'c,r" in Wo~c~ 1.r. Chir._!,_
One Step Forv:ard, Two Stc·p.~. hi~~n p.::.uc r:: 1.n Ch::.:-.esc
ed. by Young, Marilyn B .. ' '!6~in~;~ ztudic~, U:".ivcr:Ji·ty
Studies N-o . 15, Center f~=: hi~n 1973, ~ . . 223.
of I;!ichigan, Ann _Arbor, J,.::LC
'

.I
~I
I

I

~
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Another· report from Hong Kong noted a

~i~ilar

.

i

.;

. .{

'· :

phenomenon:
The chang7 in. the status of fe~alen hnn had
a severe 1mpa~t on fanily life all over the
world, but CJ:nnese society has be-en one of
the ~ost.res1stent in this renpcct. Even

now ~e_f1nd cases of the r~~ily food bcin~
sacr1f1ced to provide education for n non,
while many a ~a~~~te~ has to depend ~olely
upon her ovm 1n1t1at1ve for the ~dvnntn~co
she wins, educationally or pernonnlly, even
though her abi.li ty may be better than thnt
of her brothers.30
These findings in Hong Kon-g and Tai\·.-an ere nir:1ilnr
to what has been found in the United Stc.tco.

In

a study on Chinese college students in Berkeley,
California, Chinese women were found to be ::ore

interested in domestic or clerical occupations
(housewives, elementary school teac.her!l, office
·
t
) 31 ·,'/""inn'·
workers, stenographers, secre t ar1es, e c. •
~ -

study of a Chine -s e community also reven.led t .r.nt
community orea"lizations in Chinatown ,·:ere do:1inntcd
by men. 32

1

Hence

patricentris::~.

is· indeed a '-:ide 1:;

accepted cultural value a~on~ the Chineoe.
The causes _f or this persistence of Chin-ene

30~

·
..
· ,.. Asnects of Cha~r,c in the
,Vrl.p;ht, Beryl R., Socl.c-.1
· ~ K ,.,. u · ,..,.,.,.. Jo•J!"':"l~l
Chinese Fe:n.ily pattern 1.n Ho:l 'c5on ...~ j~ of Social Psycholor:Y, V • 6-3 • 1...: ~' • •
•
A
up~·~c...,ol:),..ical
3lsue, Dcrald W. end Kirk, B • ·' . c:~ ~·uddnts,-"
Characteristics of Chinese-A!:!erl.
oloJT'\r c,;.V • wl" o~' ;,o
•• • 6 '
h
Journal of Counselina Ps~rc
.... •

1972, PP• 471-478.
32on4 cit., Weiss, 1974, P• 89·
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:v:omen in a.ccep·ting their tradi tiona~ role have not
been systematically examined.

Yet several reasons
,.

may be possible.
First, as patricentrism has been cuch a deeprooted practice of the Chinese for so lonr;, any c·h enge

r

of it would require concomitant chan~es in many other

r

areas such as the family and the econo~ic structures

t

which have long been operatin~ on the principle that

r

i
I

l

t,..
1
\

men would be responsible r ·o r r.1ajor econo:nic ecti vi ties
outside the family and \"JO:nen ,•:ould be in char~e of
domestic activities inside the hone.

O~burn' ·n theory

of 'cultural lag' may serve to ex!)lain why C.hinese
still adhere to the belief that male offsprin~ should
he favored over female offspring·. 33

Not unless

drastic· or :massive changes are \•:illfully induced
could any· structural change v:i thin a societ~.r be
sU:bst&ntially ac·h ieved in a short ti"!':"<c.

Therefore,

even though changes arc talcing place in the re-lationship between male and female, it

~ay take a long

:process for Chinese to overcooe ·the loncstending
:practice of :patricentrism.
Second , the increase d·

;m~rovc~ent of the status
~·!:'

of women in recent years can be attributed to the
generai expansion of o_p portuni ty in various
33For theory of •cultural

Ch. 7.

lag,~

~ocial

see on. cit., Oeburn,

l

I

\

-II

i

i

I

~
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fields including politics, economics and education.
Ho¥·1ever, any increase in oppo.rtuni ty for women
suggests a correspondent increase in opportunity for
nen.

Therefore, as long as tha basic institutionalized

structural relationship bet\7een the sexes rer.1ains
unchanged, there would not be any fundar.Iental changes
in the status of women

bein~

more or

l~ss

cor.Iparable

to men.
·Third,. a ·l l of the reasons for the change in
women's status we have noted so far, such as expansion
of occupational opportunities and equality in leeal
status, are changes in the institutional systems

;

I' "

which are yet to be accepted by the general populace .•
Subjectively, the vast majority of \'lOmen as well as
men may still

~e

too culturally bound by tradition

!

r
·)'

'·

''
·I

to actively choose to change, even those who are
critical of the existing conditions.

As psychologist

Selma Guber noted:
There have been significant chan~es in the
tra.cli tional role of y:omen. during the past
one hundred years. • • • Although v:o::1en are no
lor.ger forced into the mold of being the
totally submissive, docile Y:ife, nany vest·iges
of past morality and cultural oiaco~ceptions
-about \"'lOnen ren~in today, though usually
expressed in more covert forns. There is a
cultural lag in the a tt i tude , not only of men,.
but of women themselves, to the changine role
of women.34
34Guber, Selma, "Sex Roles and the Feminine Personality"
in Eode·rn \'/o;:J.<:>.n.: Her PsYcholo..-:.r cmd Sexuality, ed. by
Goldman, Geor,ce D. and I.:i!nan, Donald S., Sprinr,field,
Ill., Charles C. ThoQas, 1969, P• 11.

·i·I
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i-n the United States, as ,.,ell as in Ho~~ Konr, c.nd
Tai~an.

Though Chinese fe~le students a~pire to a

college education and are gettine it with the blessing
of their parents, their level of aspiration is
collectively lower t ·han the ::1ale student-s..An Instrtlilenta.l Orientation to-.·.rard F.ducation

The hieh proportion of Chinese youth aspiring
to a college education_ has been explained to be a
consequence_ of cultural effect as well es a response
to the racial relations and expanded educational
opportunities in the United States.

Ye-t the co-i.l.":lOn

factor that underlies these causes is undoubtedly the
func"tion of education as a means to upr:ard nobility
which can improve _a person's life
socially.

We have noted that

Chine~e

permeated bv· an elabor<:!.te status
occupational pre st i_ge.

econo~icelly and

society

s~,rot·c::~ based

~~s

on

The sys·t e ::1 was re la t i vc-ly

open for people to move from one stratu~ to ~nother,
and th-e civil ::::ervice ex2.rnin:~.tion uas instru:::lental
in nro~oting education as the sin&le ~ost acceptable
~eans to up~~rd ~obility froo h~ble ori~ins.

The civil service exe.nina.tio:n, the status ~ysteo

,.!hich exerted the scholars as the lenders of the nac::;es,

and the harmony- between t ·h e intellectual and eco:no::'lic

pursuits ~f the scholars ere actually indic~tivc of
the basic philosophical orientation of the Chinese

cul·ture which centers on -hlL>nanis""
'". •

Hu-a
... n1·....... ::"1 i a

believed to be the main current of Chinese philosophy
\':hich emphasizes man and hi-s action as the focus ot
'
philosophical theories. 36 Becau:;;e_ hu..":1:J.nis!:l evolves

around man, it is characteristically enpirical, marc
realistic than abstract or idealistic.

under the doctrine of humanisn has the

Knowledge
inctru~ental

value of bettering the quality of nan's behavior,
his life 1 as well as the society he lives in, as the
following remark shows:
Chinese philosophers, both 2.'!1c-ie'!'lt an~ rr:odcrn
have been interested nrimarily in eth1cnl,

social

and nolitical-~roble~s.

..~for

Chinese

nhilos~nhers- have alwavs- s.hlll'l-'1Cd ab5tract ion
and generalities and have al\,· ays b?en interested
more in -a good life and
cood soc1ety than
in organized knoYiledge. 3

7

The recognition of the utilitarian value of :mowlcd~e

and ethical behavior gained ~ore and ~ore ~u~port in
the Ch'ing Dynasty and eventually led to the
.
. iet ..r - 38

acceptance of scienc-e by the ChJ.nesc

S05!

J

•

In light of the understandin~ that hu~~nis~ is

central to the Chinese culture, we hypothe~ized that
36on •. cit., r.1oore, P:P• l-8.
37ibid., p. 132.
38ibid., p. -209.•
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e.n instrumental attitude tovv'ard education would be

indicative of the presence of C·h inese culture
the Chinese students.

a~ong

For if the philosophers would

aclmo•:rledge the utilitarian value of' !mowledge, it
follo~s

that the masges might be even more attuned to

the practical values of kno\•dedr;e and education.

,.

i

.T he

results shovm earlier indeed confirm our hYPothesis.
The overall attitude
~ore

tov~ard

I

f

r

education is consistently

,,I

instrumental under parental influence.

t

The result is hardly surprising in view of our
previous ·· analysis of how the social and economic
structure _ in the United States has

enccrura~ed

I•~

the

(

t.

Chinese tc use educat·ional opportunities to improve
their s-tatus.

!

l:

Although many families have raised

'·.:

their status somewhat ·to the r.tiddle class level, the
~ajority

r
I

of the Cninese population in the United

...

·I

States may still belong to the y;orkir..G

c.las~:r

.As far as our data can sho\-·r, 55%( 81) of

~. 11

category.

~f

the

ntudents in our SS.I:lplc indicated that thei-r .f athers
had jobs which were seni-s}:illed, u.."lslcilled, or

!Jenial work.
~ay

Even tho-se •:-1ho had niddle class status

have achieved their

st~tus by

operating small

•

I

buzincss9s y;ith an esseuti3lly Chine::se clientele such
az reotaurants and grocery stores.

The social positio.n

of the Chinese collective·ly is indeed quite low

lJ

36

except for the

risin~

are professionals.
is the

~ost

stereotype that many Chinese

While we have stated that schooling
up~rerd

feasible alternative for

mobility,

Chinese youth increasingly want a -colle-g e education
to uplift their social statusr as nell as the
collective status of the Chinese community as a

i.·

I; ;

minority in the American society.
The instrumental attitude of Chinese youth
toward education is demonstrated in more than one way.
Since social prestige is associated v:i th professional
occupations

~hich

require extensive educational

training, it is almost imperative that Chinese
youngsters go through the required ·training to achieve
their goal of mobility.

Table 13 below shows the

relationship between educational and occupational
asyira.tions o:f the C.hinese students.
;

Table 13: Educational and Occupational Aspirations of
Chinese Students
Occunational
Aspiration
Total
Low
High
Educational
Aspiration

High
Lo\•r

Total.

39

1

40

77

18

95

116

19

135
Q=.80

'

.

I

..j
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While high occupational aspiration means that the

i .

occupational choice of the students involves mainly
white-collar, professional-technical-rnanaeerial types
of work which range from medicine to teaching, and
low occupational aspiration rn·eans that the occupational
choice involves mainly blue-collar, manual, or skilled
work such as carpentry and police worlc, the choice

!'

i1~

of the Chinese students is clearly more white-collar
and professionally oriented than ot.herwise.

.Besides

I
'i

!
!

.!
I
J '':

I .,·:

sho~dng·

that the students are highly realistic in

terms of their occupational choice and educat·ional
aspiration, which appear to correlate with a Q value
of .80, it is interesting to note that the majority
of the students (77 out of 135), while desiring high
status occupations, seem to prefer a lioited extent
of education of four or less tha...."l four years of college •

r

This finding is revealin:'; in that Chinese students
may tend to choose occupations which have high prestige
and which do not require formal training beyond four

'I
I

years of college, such as engineering, business
administration and technical laboratory work, a sure
indication of an instru."'lenta.l orientation toward
educa_tion.
Another indicat·ion of' the instru."'llental attitude
tov:ard education is :found in. the students • opinions

r
!··
•'

- -----,
I

;~
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I
I

I

about aspects of school such as curriculu~, teachers,

r

and counselors.

11

As is sho\·.n in Table 14, students

iip

seem to be more indifferent toward school under

l

parental than non-parental influence.

(Data for

this table are developed from an~wers to quection No. 21~)

Table 14: Chine:s e Students• Opinion to\·ra.rd Sc-hool
a~d Parental Influence
Asnects o_f
School

Student

Opinion

I ,·-_
'

Parental
Influence
Yes

No

17

16

Total

Schoo-l

Fz.cilities

IndifferentD-islike

_.:::,8~9_ _ _.: .,.33~__1..;..:2~2-

Total

106

49

155

28

23

_51

Like

Curriculum.

IndifferentDislilce

·s chool
Teacher

School
Counselor

106

49

155

Like

36

24

60

Indifferent-

69

25

94

105

49

154

37

18

55

68

25

105

49

Like
IndifferentDislilce
Total

I
I
Q=-· 4 3

I

'

:·,

i.

104

Total

i

i

~~

i ·

26

-Dislike

, t.

(

33

78

Total

I

I

i
j

Like

School

;

' JI

Q=-.30

Q=-.03
154

Given such a predominantly indifferent attitude
be a
to\-:ard school_, there must
.

~ood
~

reason for stayin6

i
I

I

jl
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I

i

I~
in school, for sustaining motivation of going

~o

li

school, and for prolonging dependency on his parents
should a Chinese student decide to go on to college.
The good reason can be found in the instrumental
value of education, which would provide appropriate
re~~rds

for educational

achieve~ent,

II! .
i .

II .

tI;

I.J .· r

even though

the _process is anticipated to be tedi.o us.

~

:_;
!.

i

;:

f' .

Betty Lee Sung once remarked that the pragmatic
disposition of the Chinese was actually very similar
to the Americanse.39

As early as 1937, Shih found that,

unlike their white peers, Cbinese high school students
were more interested in practical subj-ects. 40 A recent
study by Sue· and. Kirk also found that Chinese college
students were more practical and less abst.ract, as
compared to the American norm. 41 Hence, comparatively
'

speaking, pragmatism may be a more distinct charac-

!!

teristic of the Chinese t ·han the American culture •

.

The practical outlook of the Chinese has indeed achieved

a remarkably high degree of continuity from Confucian
teaching to the academic interest of contemporary
Chinese youth in America.
:

~

·I

39sung, Betty Lee ., ~.::ountain o·f Gold: Story of the
Chinese in America, New York, Collier, 1967.

40Shih, Hsien-ju, "The Social and Vocational Adjustment
of Second Generation Chinese High School Students in
San Francisco,•• Ed.D. Thesis, University of California,
Berkeley, 1937.
41on. cit., Sue and Kirk, P• 475.

~
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Patricia Sexton has concisely stated how important
education ·could be· in modern society:
Po\·:er is obtained throur;h access to sienificant
inf-ormation... In this sense knowled~e is power.
~hose wh~ are powerles~ invariably lack strategic
l.nformatl.on and those who are powerful attain and
retain their po,•:er only insofar as such information is available to them ••••
Education and information P,tVe 'OOV'/er to the
powerless... In the mid-nineteenth century-,
Horace r~lenn v.rrote, "Surely no thin~ but uni ver.sal
education can counterv:ork this tendencv to the
domination of capital and the servility of labor.
••• If education be equally diffused, it will draw
pro~erty after it, for such a thinF, ca~~ot happen
that, an. intelligent and practical body of men
should be permanently poor. • •• Education, then,
beyond all othe-r devic·es of human origin, is the
greater equalizer of the co.ndi tion·s of men--the .
balance-wheel of the social rn.achinery.n42
The

inst~~ental

i

:j
!

.!

value of education has indeed been

long recognized by the Chinese populace, who have the
hi~hest

esteem for education because of its immense

potential to improve the life of the individual as
well as the

q~ality

of

the society.

Although the attitudes of the Chinese toward
education and
exa~ined,

h~owledge

have been only cursorily

our research revealed that Chinese culture

had traditionally placed an instrumental value on
educat·ion.

Moreover, such an instrumental orientation

toward education is maintained among the Chinese youth

42op. cit., Sexton, p. 11.

.f
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in America, and exp.l ains their high educational
aspiration despite the fact that many of them may
not be ge_n uinely interested in acader.1ie v1ork.

I ;
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VI.

THEORETICAL IUPLICATIONS

Social ].1 obili tv in Der.1ocratic Industrial Society

'I

l

It -was noted earlier that the study of asuiration
and social mobility had focused on two explanatory

II

·r.
h

perspectives. The structuralist perspective inclines
to believe that social class is the major determinant
of aspiration because of differential opportunities
available to members of each class level.

The upper

class members are believed to have more access to
various kinds of opportunities due to their wealth
and power than the lower class members.

Each class

level _is also supposed to embody a set of values
;.

which would induce their menbers to restrain the.ir

'i

j

aspirations according to the class status of their
fa~ily.

Hence upper class members are believed to

have nigher aspirations than lower class members.
It

~~s

also noted that this structuralist perspec-

tive had many problems Tihich had been illustrated by
several empirical studies.

First, the class

distinctions were found to be more blurred than .clear,
as many individuals who may objectively belong to
a class believe subje-ctively that they are hieher or
lower than the status they are assigned to by
objective methods.

Second, the value system of each

i ....
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class level apyears to be

anythin~

but distinct.

Kahl's study in the 1950ts showed that eTass
differences might be applicable to the extreme eases
only, namely, the very top and the very bottom of
the class hierarchy.l

Yet the values and the behavior

in the middle levels were too divergent to be considered
homogeneous.

Third, sociel

clas~

differences were

r ·o und to be confounded by ethnic differences as some
studies found that the aspirational patterns of the

,,
I

;L

I
•....!'·
,.
·:r

black differed from that of the white.2

Though

sociologists might prefer to focus on structural
variables in explaining social behavior, the
differences between ethnic groups in their orientation
tov~rd · achievement

and mobility have been too obvious

to be overlooked a·s a factor in determining the
pattern of aspirations of the members of each ethnic
group.
et~~ic

Along with the evidence that

backeround

did make a difference in the aspiration of an
individual came the discovery
~~s

that parental influence

also decisive in affecting the aspiration of an

individual.

Kahl's study of the

'co~~on

lon. cit., Kahl, p. 188.
2on. cit. _, G·ist and Bennett, 1963.
Also on. cit., Gottlieb.

man' boys
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was. pioneering in discovering that, ctven the fja!':le
social class level, the aspiration of hi~h achool
students would generally conform to the expectation
of their parents. 3

This finding was duplicated in

many later studies, leading to the establishment of
the culturalist perspective vthich stressed the
influence of cultural values

throu~h

parental influence

on the extent and the pattern of mobility and aspiration
of an individual.

Comparative studies have concluded
;

that soc·ial class and parental influence have
independent effects on the aspirations and eoals

or ·

'

'' .
·. ,

a person.

Yet most data show· that parental influence

appeared to have higher correlation with aspirations
than social class.4
It was the intention of this study to

ette~t

to ·understand the problem of aspiration and ~ocial
mobility by focusing on the influence of cultural
rather than economic conditions.

The study of the

Chinese high school students and the i~fluence of
Chinese culture over their future plans aimed at
de::nonstrating the e-xtent to r.·hich a \·:ell-defined
culture, established through a unique et~-~ic history,

3on. cit., Kahl.
4
on. cit., Rehberg and Westby. . and on. cit~, Sewell
Alno on. cit., Se\•1ell and Shah,
and Haller et el., p. 1018.
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v:ould be most -effective in dete-rmining the future
orientation of a .s pe.ci:f'ic group of people.
On the whole, the theoretical premise that
cultural background determines the aspirational levels
of our subjects was verifiedA

The ChineGe

l
i

l

I
I

I!I -

I. L~:
i

~oup

proved to be highly homogeneous in terms of it-s value

i j;

orientation toward education and its aspiration at
this point in time, regardless of class status

II

according to the occupational st-atus of the father.

I

The students generally agreed with their parents as

i

-many of t-hem ackno\7ledged their awar-eness of their

I

I

I

parents' exuectations and their plans of meeting those
expectations.

~~ile

the

oven~helrning

majority of the

I

!

'-

students plan to acquire a college education, the
internal differences among the students revealed a
pattern of social aspiration which reflected certain

·.!

prominent cultural characteristics of the Chinese
culture, such as patricentrism and a pragmatic
orientat:i,.on to life.

Patricentrism was- noted to have

caused a consistent difference betwe-e n male and female
students' aspiration and the px:-agmatic orientation
to life accounted for the tendency of Chinese students
to choose practical over literary trnining in their
acadc~ic

career.

The cultural effects on the pattern

of' social mobility are fur-ther supported v1hen the
j

I I

~~
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occupational structure of the Chinese is compared to
other ethnic rrroups in the United States.

Given the

same situation as Asian minority groups in the United
States, the Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino differ
in their o c cup at ional structure, vli th the Chinese
most o.riented tov:ard white-collar type of work,
defined as profcssional-technical-nanagerial kind of
\"..ork, and the Filipino most oriented toward bluecollar, defined as craft and manual type of work,
and farm work .. *
The demonstrated

prin~cy

of cultural influence

on the pattern of social aspiration Df a group does
not necessarily suggest an absence of economic
influence, as it is known thnt they may have independent
functions.

However., the eviden ce that e:nerged from

our data and analysis would require a . reevaluation.
of the potency of the ·e conomic structure, or the class
structure, in detercining the· pattern as well as the

L

l

rate of social mobility.
It is the contention of e study by Lipset and
·zetterbe~g

that the e-x planation for social mobility

must be fo.und in the occupational structure of a
society rather than in its

ideolo~·

because the

I.
i

'

J

former determined the supply of opportunity, which in
*See Table 16 in Appendix

c.
I

,I

~
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turn· determined the rate and the pattern of oobility.5
Since the occupational structure in all industrial
societies is more or less the same, the

·~ability

rate in

the United States is similar to that of other countries,
despi ta the

b~lief

that the United s-tates has a more

open society than other countries.

This thesis leads·

to the affirmation of the theory that if the occupation
or the economic structure is the major determinant
of :mobility, then mobility is once aeain essentially
affected by social class

bec~use,

even if opportunities

were expanded, the structure v1oU:ld still favor the
: I
' I

=~
,,
i' ~

more advantaged classes.6

:'

Yet the influence of class and occupation
structure on mobility is countered by other factors
which are non-economi-c.

As shoYm. in the· case of the

I

i.,l

Chinese in 1940, the majority of the Chinese workers
were

concent~ted

while only about
'~.rorkers.

in unskilled r:.nd semi-sl{illea- jobs,
3~

were professionals or technical

{See Table 11, p. 10.)

This phenomenon

was caused by the fact that, due to political
5Linset, Seymour r.!. and Zettcrberg, H. L., "A Theory
of Social !:!ability" in on. cit., Bendix and Lipset,
ed.~

PPw 561-573.

! Jj

\l·;
..
I,

6For an analysis of how expanded opportunities may
benefit the advn.ntn.rred classes, ne~ r::ar~hall, T. H.,
"Social Selection ir;_ the V/elfare State-'' in ou. cit.,
Bendix and Lipset, pp. 640-648.
Sec also on. cit~, Sexton, pp. 48-64.

:.
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dis-crimination, many Chines-e did not have the

·le~l

status to pursue professional careers, as they were
not eligible to become United States citizens, and
almost all licensed .or certified professions require
United States citizenshipw

Yet after the Chinese

were _p ermitted _to become American citizens through
naturalization in 1943, the .number of professional
'

I

a..""l.d technical \lOrlcers steadily increased.

By

1970,

the U.S. Census reported that Chinese profess·ionals
had increased by more than eight times since 1940.
While the o-ccupational

stru~ture

in the United States

could hardly be expected to have increased opportuni tie.s
in professional and technical areas by eight times

in a period of thirty· -years, the dramatic change
in the occupational structure of the Chinese

v~s

not

then a result of econonic change, but a result of
political change.*
The study of social stratification and

~ability

has traditionally focused on the power of . the class
structure in determining the life chances of an
individual to achieve a certain status· position.
basic

assu~ption

The

of the theory of mobility dependent

upon class structure is that the class structure
*For other factors that support political over economic
influence on the structure of occupation, se~
Appendix D.

'
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I

,I

usually correoponds to both the econooic and the
political power structure.

t. !

Hence the upper classes

I. :

j. ..

!

are ·understood to have more prestir;c, more wealth,

. !. .
}

. '

and nore power than the lower classes.
the upper classes would enjoy

~ore

Therefore,

opportunities for
'•

social mobility than the lower classes.
ass~~tion

Another

which reinforces the position of the social

class theory is that social mobility also depends
:'r

on the occupational structure of the society.

s·ince

the more advant.a.ged classes in all ·societies tend to

control the occupational structure, as .long as the
class structure is a decisive factor in de.termining
the chances of mobility, any change in the occupational

I:·
t·:

structure would still favor the more advantaged people • .

f

.a.,
I~ ·

While the theory has i t _s merits, there is enough

I

evidence to show that other factors might be equally
vital in causing the extent as well as the pattern

of mobility.. The case of the Chinese serves to show
that the extent of

~ability

,,
·! --:

l'

can be a result of political

rather than econo::1ic change, and the patt-ern of r.10bility
follows the cultural tradition of gaining status
throuGh

educatio~al

attainment.

factors are therefore both

Cultural and political

neces~ary

for the high

azp-irations of the Chinese youth, and neither of the
two factors is

~ufficicnt

by itself in causing the

.1
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I
I

present pattern of social mobility of the Chine·se
students.

!:~any

!

.i

.I

of these factors, ·thouch socio-

political in .nature, are also historical.
political factors developed

throu~h

Yet the·se
;·

history are all

i

!

based on the concept that America is operated on
certain principles, namely, equalitarianism and
democracy.
Though some sociologists did not believe that
ideology played an important role in

deter~ining

social mobility and that the American class system
was not as onen as mariy people believed, the act.ual
achievement of the Chinese comr:runi ty· ·t'lay serve to
demonstrate that ideology does play an important role
in providing the opportunities and in stimulating the

necessary motivat·ion to unward mobility..

Our data

show that two-thirds of the Chines·e students we
studied believed that individual merits count in the
.American system.*

The fact that many of the

youn~sters

did not a-spire to become the •top' in the status
hierarchy indicates that the influence of an open
class or equalitarian ideoloGY does not necessarily
correlate with

up\~rd

mobility alone.

ideoloeY of equalitarianism in

A~erica

The prevalent
sinply implies

that an individual is indeed capable of rationally
*See Table 17 in Appendix C.

,.

'

.

-·

__ ____________

....,.;;;;::;

10.1

choosing to become what he prefers
.

'

if he iu r,ivcn

the opportunity, ev-en thoueh he rna.y not choooc to

become the 'best' or the

'top~

in the hierarchical

structure.7
Acculturation of the

Chin~se

in America

Another ,m~·Jor concern of our study of the Chines.e
students besides the problem of

~ocial

mobility is

the problem of acculturation of the Chinese
in the United States.

co~~ity

Our data show that Chineae

youngsters display visible attachment to

tr~ditional

values under the influence of their parents.

The

reasons for this are believed to be the social
isolation of the Chines.e immigrants and the tenacity

of the culture which has been established ar.d accepted
by the Chinese people

for centuries.

Another reason

for the nersistence of the Chinc ~ c culture in th~
United. States is undoubtedly- the arrival of new
in~igrants who continue to keey t .he culture al.i ve.

Still -another reason is the zimilari t~r between the

American and the Chinese cultures.

Since r.:ost s-tud i .es

7por an analvsis of do·,.m,·:ard !!lobili t~r e.s a r.:e-::::.surc of
the fluidl tv of a society, s~e Fox, ';ho·-::1n.s and
. .
r.iiller, s.
"Intra-country Vc.riatl.<?:'l.S: Occu;:a.t l.O.n al
Stratification and r:-:iobility" in on. Cl.t •• Bendl.X
end Lipset, pp. 574-581.

r.:.'
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. .

on the two cultures tend to focus .on their differences,
the sinilaiities between them are usually overlooked.
While it i ·s not the objective of this paper to compare
the two cultures in detail, three prominent traits
of the· two cultures are revealed to be highly similar.
One of the traits is the importance of

~ducation

in determining an individual's social mobility.

The
:

industrial bureaucratic nature of

A~erica

is highly

similar to the social structure of traditional China

l

'
" I

'

Ii
!

v:hich was (and still is) dominated by the government
bureaucracy.

In both cases, education is a major
I

criterion by which social status is conceded.

Thus

education is fo·und to be highly regarded in both
countries.

Another similar characteristic is the

prag:na:tic orientation of both cultures.

While

praematism is believed to be the overriding philosophical principle of behavior for the Americans, the
Chinese are si!'!lilarly ,·,rell-indoctrinated to adopt a
nractical outlook on life, which accounts for their
instrumental attitude to,·.rard -education.
A third characteristic, which exists in bo·th
cultures, but in different degrees, is the practice
of patricentrism...

Our data show that Chines:e students

in general perceive a difference in sex roles, hence
fema1e students tend to have lower educational
...

I.
!

I

10)

aspiration than male students.

However, otudcnte

under- parental influ-ence seer.1 to porccivc c. r:reater
difference between

~ale and fe~ale role expectations

than students not under parental influence.
Tables 4 to 6~~. p_p . 51-53 ... )

(See

If' we t!:J::::u:~ e thnt the

frame of reference for the latter 1~ the Amcricnn
culture, then we can conclude that pntricentris~ io

a more salient characteristic in the Chine~c culture.
Be that as it may,

the similarities betwec:1 the ·two

cultures sug gest that it is highly feanible for the
Chinese culture to persist in America where conditione
are conducive to its existence.
T-h ough our data show that r.~.any tradi tionn.l Chinc!Je
cultural value-s are still observed, they al~o show
that they are not unifor~ly observed bv all Chine~e,
and that acculturation, that is, the ~rocess of
.
. pro~ r c~~.
... 8
adopting the dominant Anericen culture, 1Z
1n

Fond_ found that the extent of accul turut.ion e.:::on':'; the
Chinese was defined by t -..h e tweneratio:1al
:>
the individ~al. 9

~tetu~

Thus the lon ~cr the i:-d.ividual"' B

fa mily had lived in the United States, the
8

of

~ore

·
·
the u s 1~ taken to tc the
The do:n1nant culture 1n
•
..,ditio!1(":/!~SP), aee
_White Ang lo-Saxon Protc~tant . r~ .
-~ · c"~ Life
1\.s""i·:-rilatJ.on
J.n
/~ ..... ri · '···
'
Gord on, I_..; 1·lt on ?.·
Jl!., •
"" .. .
~
c.. 4 nn. 7£.·-73.
new York, Oxford Uni vcr~a ty .rre ........ ' 1 -;,) · ' · ·

t

C"C"

9on. cit.y Fong, 1963 • .
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alienated he would be from the

~ld

culture, and the

nore acculturated he wou.ld be to\·,rard the American
culture.
The results of our study did not show any
consistent differences between the students of first,
second, or third generations.

Acculturation according

to generational status may not b.e as simple as it
seems, because our data suggest that at times, the
native-born Chinese students would adhere to the
traditional values more readily than the new
immigrants, who supposedly· should conform more to the
cultural norms, as they are not as alienated from the
old culture.

Yet our data sho·w that parental

influence seems to be the weakest with the first
generation. students as in Table 12.

If the extent .

of parental influence is a direct neasurc of the
extent of cultural conformity, especially

~ith

Chinese culture, in which parental authority is highly
regarded, then .t he first generation students seem
to be the least interested in conforming to parental
and cultural expectations by accepting non-parental
influences which are not necessarily Chines.e.
The finding above can be attributed to two
factors.

First is the fact that native-born Chinese,

that is., the· second and third generations, might
I
J

I

i I·

'~

1.
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have experienced the kind of social isolation in the

'1iI

i:

United States v:hich has strengthened the :!laintenance

.I

1'
'·

o.f the Chinese culture.
to new im.."llierants.
are usually

'; .

Second is the problem unique

As we have noted,

econo~ically

ne\"-l

':

irm:tigrants

and socially disadvantaged;

the parents of the immigrant family need to work very
hard to support. the family, which means that oftentimes~

both mother and father have to work.

The

children are then left entirely on their ovm, arid many
of them may· sl·owly turn a ..•:ay from parental influence
to accept influences of other reference groups.

This

is why the first generation students in our study show
the highest inclination

to~~rd

non-parental influence.

The lackine of a consistent pattern of acculturation
.according to

gener~tional

status implies that there

are other factors involved in the induction of
acculturation besides the length of residence in the
United States.

The case of the first generation

students suggests that acculturation may be vie\•Jed as·
necessary in their adjustment to a ne\v life in a new
land

~nth

norms

far.:tiliar with..

~nd

practices their parents arc not

Hence acculturation may bo a conscious

.

.

choice on their part to learn about the new culture
in order to relieve their social disadvantages as
nevt immigrants ..

I

~·

, lr ·:

. I

ll

.. ,1I
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If this is the caze, then it is hiehly likely
that once the social status of the new i ·m.11icrants
has imyroved and the point of functional acculturation
is reached, there may be a tendency to reject further
acculturation and to revert to supporting the original
ethnic culture.

Therefore, Chine·se with higher

generational status could also display a high degree
o.f ethnic consciousness, as well as co.:nmi tment to
maintain Chinese culture in the United States.

Except

fo.r the issue of patricentrisr.1, third generation
students in our study do show that their educational
::

aspiration and attitude conform to cultural
expectations as much as the first generation students.,
and in some cases, even exceed the latt·er.
Tables 3 and g.• )

:!

{See

If acculturation is more a result

of pragmatic intent than of alienation from the old.
culture, it is conceivable that there will be an
upsurge of ethnic identity within the Chinese community,
and Chine.s e culture may yet be rejuvenated and
broadened in America.*
*For evidence that supports this assertion, see
Appendix E.

. . ...
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VII.

PRACTICAL. n .-:PLICATIONS
'i

In view of the findine that Chinese culture is
still supported by Chinese youth and their parents
in America, cultural

pluralis~

appears to be a core

accurate description of the social sentiments of the
Chinese than other theories of acculturation of
America's ethnic

~inorities.

As ethnic cultures are

highly regarded and practiced by the minorities, the
educationa~ syste~

in America, especially the public

school system, should

dee~

it advisable to provide an

equally pluralistic education which recognize the
varied cultural backgrounds of the students.
As far as publ.ic education is concerned, plurali.sm
as a working concept certainly has be·en exploited to
reinforce the practice of se gregation under the prete-x t·
of the 'separate but equal' idea by
·p-rotagonists.

anti-inte~ration

Yet a truly pluralistic syste:::. in the

context of the American society should genuinely
ac-cor:t..-,odate the various cultural alternatives that
are present in this multi-ethnic society.

Exactly

how pluralism ·i s to be achieved is a probler.~ beyond
the lioits o:f this paper.

Our data simply show that

the stud.e nts• affinity for their ethnic culture may
be too strong :for ed~cational institutions to ignore.

.

-.-

~·

·• --7

lOB
'.':!''.
l'

:I

If educational institutions desire to be relevant
and effective,

~luralistic

curriculum or pror,rams

may serve to attract a diversity of students rather
than to alienate them..

r.letropoli tan sc-h ool systel'!ls

,,; i

~;

L

II ,.'

'i

.' 1
(

especially should at·t-end to the problem of diverse
ethnic cultures present in cities such as San Francisco.,
where non-white ethnic minorities made up about 70.71o
of the entire public school population in 1972. 1

' .

Besides large scale institutional operations,
our study also reveals the need fo_r teachers to
understand the needs and the problems of minority
student~,

especially the :first generation immi.grants

who are relative1y poor -and who may have ambivalent
feelings about attending school.

We have noted that

oore first generation students accept influences
from people other than their parents, whose authority
is undermined by their lack of

kno~ledge

of the new

environ~ent.

A further analysis of the reference

group pattern

re,~rding

educational

~atters-

show that

several sociological categories me.y be r.1·ore susceptible
to

extra-fa~ilial

rather than intra-familial influence.

Besides the first eeneration

i~~igrants,

the working

.·.

class students, th-e male, and those who ·b elieve that
lou. cit., Selected Data for Co~par~tive Study, San
Franci-sc-o Board of Educo.tion, 1972.

I
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education has more ideational than

in~t~~ental

functions, all tend to opt for non-parental influence.•
In light o:f previous studies, which found that
lower class students usually obtained little advice
from their parents, and their teachers, 2 and that
Chine.se students usually did not communicate e.xtensively
I,

II

with their parents,3 it seems imperative that teachers

:=· ·

should give special attention to these disadvantaged

. i

'·
;

students to help them clarify their problems and
goals, since they are more knoYrledgeable in educational
oatters than others the students might refer to.

It

is by no means coincidental that many juvenile
delinquents in

Chinato~n

are new

i~~igrants

who are

i·.

I

public sc·hool drop-outs, as Lyr:1an noted:
Held back and

by their language
of the new ir..m.i,r;rant.s, who·
had been doing well in schools in Hong Kong
a~d Taiwan~ dropped out of A3erican public
schools vrhere English v;as the only acce!ltable
lanm.tage. Set adri-ft in the ~hetto, the ~r
formed or joined ganr,s and sanl: into street
li:fe. Demoralized and bored, they resorted
to acts of netty delinquency, not infrequently
~unctuated by violence, and increasingly, by
murder.4
h~ndicaps· ,

hu~iliated

r.~.an:~r

*See Table 18 in Appendix

c.

2on. cit., Lipset and Bendix, p. 195.
3ou. cit., Shih.
·4ou. cit., Lyman, P• 168.
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The result of our study implies that unless the

i:Ij;~

schools and the teaching pro.:f.e ssion recognize their

:J

relationship and responsibility with regard to the
various groups o·f the school population and deal with
them accordingly, they could very well contribute to
problems such as del·inquency and alienation of the
!

I

L·

students.
Even ·with students who are determined to pursue

l
;

a good education, teachers and counselors are equally
indispensable in guiding the students' decisions
regarding educational matters.

As so many Chinese

students intend to go on to college after high school
graduation, - their ovei\vhelming need for financia.l
aid is a problem which educational ·professionals are
better-prepared to ·help than the lay parents.
All in all, our study serves to confirm '''hat
has been examined over and over regarding· the role
of school and teachers, with the usual result that
better educational service for the students,
especially the disadvantaeed, is urged upon the
school professionals.

However, o.s Chine·se students

are customarily considered good, obedient, cooperative,
intelligent ••• by the teachers, those who have
difficulty with school could suffer from extraordinary

I

__...I

_

-
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~ressure

from parents, teachers, and peers alike.

The exceptionally high cultural regard .:for ed.u cation
may be functional in maintaining

a

hiGh level of

intell·ectual achievement within the Chinese community.
Yet even a positive cultural characteristic could
:produce undesirable consequences under indi.s criminate
expectations, if all students are expected to be
good students regardless of their individual

needs~

It is hoped that, as the students who require more
attention from the te-a ching professionals· are ·identified,
effort \'!ill be :tlade to provide them the services they
need.
Yet dealing v:i th special learning and social

: I

problems of students requires a9propriate training
on the part of the

teachin~

that many students

~ho

are

professionals.

unaccusto~ed

It seems

to the

expectations of tho existing educational system
v;ould hardly be able to receive the kind of service
thev
.. need

fro~

the schools because the teaching

nrofessionals are unable to provide it, as they have
had little or no pertinent training in arees such as
etr..nic culture..

It is thus imperative for educational

profezE:ionals to ac1mowledge problems of the minority
students and to devise solutions.

If such problems

....

...,.....,_.,..,
'I

.
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have not yet been atte·n ded to, then practical research

~

!

must be undertaken at the university level toward
identifying and solvin& them.

~

.:
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!
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VIII.

SU1,U.:ARY AI\"D CONCLUSIONS

Su~arv

'I

It was the intention of this study at the outset
to explore the pattern of cocial mobility of the-

,·

'

_Chinese in America through the educational aspiration
of Chinese high school students.

I~

doing so, we

.:·

'

. followed the premise of the cul turalist perspec·ti ve
that a person's aspiration

~as

determined largely by

the cultural influe-n ce ·upon him and that such
influenc-e .was usually exerted by

his :parents-, who

have long been h.-no\·m to be the primary agent for
transmitting cul tura.l values or norms.

A questionnai-re

v.-as adoinistered to Chinese high school student-s in

a California city, ar..d the results v1ere analyzed in

the context of the Chinese culture as it

\~S

found

in A!Derica.
The results eenerally

confir~ed

our hypothesis

that the pattern of social mobility followed the
cultural norms a person was subjected to at the
primary social level.

T\'lo-thirds of the students in

our sample planned their future according to the
expectations of the·i r parents.

These students

eenerally had high educational aspiration. which
involved attendin~ college after high school eraduation;

•.·.

-----~··
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their attitude to\·.-a.rd education was more instrur.1ental

I'

than academic; they also set · their future plan.s
according to sex difference.s .

These results reflect

very well the characteristics of patricentrism, high
regard for education, and pragmatic orientation t ·o
life of the Chinese culture.
An examination of the historical pattern of
social

~obility

!':.

of the Chinese in America led to our

conclusi.on theoretically that social mobility was
affected more by socio-political structure and
ideology than by the economic structure of a society.
Acculturation and

assi~ilation

of the Chinese into

the dominant culture in America \vas also re·vealed to
be a consequence of - pragmatic· reasons rather than
alienation from the old culture.

If this· is the

case, then Chinese culture in A;:"Ierica \"till become·
more legitimate and prominent as a distinct ethnic
culture in this pluralistic, multi-ethnic society.
Eased on the findings of our

research~

several

practical suegcstions were J!lade with regard to the
problem of social nobility
Chinese youth.
small

se~ment

~~d

the education of the

ThoUgft the Chinese

co~prise

of the entire population

~n

only a

the United

States, their microscopic representati.on is nevertheless
highlY indicative of the ·nature of the whole.

·-

Many

·.

''

''
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of the problems that face the Chines-e- are hardly
unique to them as a group, but are present in all
ethn~c

or social groups.

Proble~s

such as social

mobility and education are actually very universal,
and an examination of the Chinese as a r;:roup se-rves
to illuminate many of these problems as they occur.

l
1'

~:

"~
\

Fu-ture Research

'

1-

"I
'I

As empirical studies of socio1oeical problems are
usually limited by time and space, this study of
Chinese students • educational asp.irations and attitudes
is certainly no exception.

Since this study is based

on a single case of a selected

n~ber

of Chinese

students in one American city, the findings are
thc.re-fore highly tentative.

The survey oethod used

in the study nay also restrict the results to their
tennoral context, as survey research is usually
conducted in one single time period.
res~ts

~oreover,

the

and the analysis of this study are based on

a."ls\·:c rs of the students, v:hi ch are not guarded by any

sp-e-cific social constraints.

Hence, the find-ings may

be nore idealistic than realistic, as there may be
discrepanc-ies between ,.Jhat the students desire or
plan to do and what the:t actually will do.
However, if previous studies may be our guide,

.

.,

·· ---- - -~-
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we may conclude that the results of this study can
be accepted as a good predictor of the students•
future behavior because of the established fact that
aspiration and. :future behavior are hir;hly correlated.
Since most of the Chinese immigrants in America have
similar cultural backgrounds, especially \"/hen thevast majority of them are Cantonese, the research
findings derived from this selected
apply to other Chinese

im~ierants

~arnule
•

rnav
y

well

in the United States.

None.theless,_ since there is a lac!'= of e:'!lpirical
data pe.rtaining to the Chinese com.·:'lUni ty in this
country, future studies are necessary to support our
present endeavor..

Specifically, studies must be d.o ne

on Chinese students in other

coiT~unities

in order to

evaluate the findings in this particular case·.

Follow-

up or panel studies on the subjects in this sa::-nple r.tay

also be necessary to determine the extent of consistency
or discrepancy between the students' educational
as-pirations and attainment, as well as their answers
and behavior.

If educational attain:'!lcnt falls below

the aspirational level, then specific social constraints

may be present and may be identified as the causes for
future outcome.

The nature of such social constraints

may s .c rvc to clari:fy further the proble~s end the

nature of social nobility o.f the Chinese theoretically
and

mctho"dolor;ically.
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE

!

I.
\

I
II
!

\I ,

'

J.

~ If. ~t.

c; @

]

ft. 1f~ -f,

u %--

;t.

~

CHINESE HICH SCHO-OL S'l'U!J.EN1s' A'.rT I'rUDES SURVEY

1.

This questionnai r~ a !:: ks for onl ~' vour oninions. The
answers will b~ s trictly cor~fid~pti~l.
..JJ L!. ~
.r..t .R e~ Jl.1t.L ~ f.!. ~~~ !· L .. ~;;- 'Q-,. (t_ tt.rt1 · p~- d!J.
Read each question and ans•trer carefully, then put an X
besid-e the answer '!OU.i_hoose.
~ ,J,10· ,t ~~ Jt. ~ - "(11~ JU. .&.. ~$, ~E.1;. ~l X. Dt~ ~it.~$
If you choose othe r, !)le.ase snecify what it is.
fa~ -f~.JL~, ~~ it 8)j 1/11' ~
}!,·.
Example: Q. Which ti~e of tha dav do vou like best?

-u,

s

2.

).

·Jt

1i1J } :

- 7..

A. __

t

~t

~* 1f 4. t~1 1~
C!f-.t)

-ffi. ..f:

A. r.!ormn g

_B. Noon
( tflf)
Afternoon Cr If)

_c.

.K._D. Other

4.

~it.

Ni

tr~t-ti~e (

st .1:)

Please check only 1 answer to each que~tion, U.'1.less when
the ins true ·t·icn says choo SE'! any answers that a nnl:v, rr:o re
than 1 1-ll~vrer can be chosen
_ ~ 1 g rt1.
-V .6

r.

~ft. J ~ H ~-~f.. frrz l~ 8A '1 i~.J.!.J~/t: ---~-?E. iJia- ~
iL-1~~-~! .

5 •• Please answe.r all question~~ either in English or· Chinese.
~ It) f i A-?; ~ J§- P~ i f~ M.
Plea-se do not talk to anyone.
flease rais.e- vour hand.

1-

If you have any q.uestions,
•A

t

d;. ~¢ 11 ·MJ...~ t1. ~.Ito !lj,t..i rr,~ Jt!. ~a~~1t r~.
Please raise your hand ,.,he.n you finish the questionnaire.
4 t L. 4A !~ ~ 1 ~ ,j, .

Sacple explanation for Xos. 35 and 36.
f, JS", 3 b 1~. :ott'{}~
~

r.8

Q·.

Do you. agree

a. ;t _

\·1i th

the following statement?

~fJ, ~ ~ 'F 1>~ ¢i ,}· .. ~ ?·

J<-

~Z·

r~ ~ ~~·

Asrr-ee

.Disatrree

A.

1

Chocolate ice-cream is
very good for you.
~.u:
~ ry-~ ,t_

.,

qf ~~A. o~.

1
2

3
4

5

·-

2

*

= ~isaeree
~~

t)

t

ver~~ch.
16'.

~- (;_)

= Dis a~ ree

4

3

~ost

~ 1·~

;t.

of the

5

.

t~me.

= Neutral about t~e state~ent.
1- ~~ 6~ •i· 11 1/.t h l.l..
= ~~e ~ost oi th~ t~me.

~ t~
= Agree

~

t.

very

~uch.

~--~ 6~ 6l ~--

Questionnaire no.
1.
2.

J.

Grade·:
lOth
_11th
_12th
Sex: __.Yale
_Female·
Were you born in the U.S.? Yes

No

If !12.• whe-re were you born? - - - - - - -

When did you

co~e

to

U~S.?

19

If yes, how many e:enerations of your family have live-d in the U.S.?

__A. 2 generations (you and your parents).
_ B . 3 eenerations (you, your parents, your grand·parents).
_c. 4 generations (you, your parents, your. erandparents, great-erandparents).

___D. 5 generations •
__E. r.!ore tnan 5 generations.
4. How many people .are there living with you at home?
Father?
Yes
No
No
Mother?
Yes
How many?_ _
Yes
No
Brothers and sist·ers?
How many? _ _
No_
Grandparents?
Yes
No
__
How many? _ _
Yes_
Other relatives?
5. How far did your fether go in school?
A. Ele~entary school.
_B. High School.
_c. College.
6. Is your father· working in the U.S.?
Yes__
No__
What kind ·.of work dOes your father do? _A. Office clerk.
B. Factory worker.
c. Own business.
____D. Farm worker.
E. Salesl!:.an.
p. Profe.ssiona:l (Doctorr .
engineer. accountant) •
G. Technical worker (cook,
auto-mechanic, janitor).
H. Other.
Specify -----------.
·
t
what
k;nd
of
work
did
your father do before
•
7. If you are an 1mm1gran ,
coming to the U.S.?
A. O:f':fice clerk.
B. Factory worker~
C. Ovm business.
__D. Farm worker.
E. Salesman.
F. Professional.
G. Technical worker.
H. Other.

.

l.

r

~ ~ ~t. ~~ ~·-~ ~

.ft

a~

-a.r? _ _

~~~i~~?--

r------ -:·B.

Do you have any brothers or sisters in
college
or have gone to college?
_Yes
9• .Do you have any brothers or sisters working?
_Yea
I:f ~es, what are their jobs? A.

B.

c.

__No
_No

------

10. What lane;uage do you usually spe_a_k__t_h_ __
ome? __A. Chinese.
a
_B. Enclish.

11. What do you plan to do immediately after graduation?
__A. Working.

__B. Going to college.

_c.

i'

Other. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Go to Box A if you DO NOT PLAN to ~o to colleF,e.
g? to colleP,e, nlease eo on to Box B.

If vou PLAN to

Box A

12. What. ~ind o:f job do you want to -get? - - - - - - - - - - - Why do you want to get this kind of job? {Che~k the ~ain reason)
Because: __A. My parents expect me to get this type of work.
__B.

My :friends told me about it.

__c. My teachers told me about it.
D. I have :friends who are aoing this type of work.
__E. Other reason. ___________________________
13. Why do you plan not to go to colle g e? (Check items that anply)
Because: __A. College is a waste of time.
_B. -I like wor-king more than going to school..

__c.

I

cannot afford going to college.

__.D. My parents do not want me to ~o to college.
_ E . I am satisfied i':i th a high school education~-·
__F _. Most of my :friends are not goinl; to college.

_G. My teachers do not think I can go to college.
__H. I can get a good j~b without going to college.
I. One can get a good education ~ithout going to coll~ge

J. Other reasons.
14. Do you plan to go to college later on when you can?

__Yes
Please

___:.No

eo

on to auestion number 19.

$.

1j

;l,fi Fu ~it¢ ;}i 1&1 f?
to I. ;a. ~ 17j 1ti_ 11 " 1

*

1· .i

I

0-.

t_ t_

~ Jlj

4t

~

ft

t

~ t{ ?

u. t 1-fi41.~ ~t ~ # frJ?

i. _ .

--~~ .

;t 1i ~ktt~"- t.. '!- ~.:t-1
74

- - ;t~

IJ.
g. ___
_

C~ ----

Continue ~ro~ nu~ber 11 if vou nl2n to ro to colle~e.
Box B"

15. Why do you plan. to ~o to college? (Check rea~ons that annlv)
Because:
A. I need college ~raining for the kind of work
I want to do.
B. J,'!y teachers encourage r.IC t 0 go to college.
C. I thiilk being·· in college will be a lot of fun.
D. Higher education is essential for developing
a person's character.
E. My parents want me to eo to college.
F. I think I can get a higher-paying job if I
go to college.
G. Most of my friends are going to college.
H. I think college will give me a chance to develop
my mind.
_ L I think people will have a better opinion of me
if I have a college erlucation.
J. I vJant to get away from ho:ae for a while.
K. I think my life will be L-Ore interestine if I
have a college education.
L. I have no idea what else to do besides going
to college after _high school.
~. Other reason·---------------------------------------16. How many years do you expect to .go to college?...__1 year
2 years
___ 3 years
___ 4 years
...__5 years

17. Which kind

____ 6 years

o-r

___Dare than 6 years

school do you plan to attend?

A. Junior c~llege.
B. 4 year college.
C. Both.

18. What kind of job do you want to get?
Why do you v;ant this kind of job? (Checl-: the Y!:ain reas-o n)
Because:
A. J,!y parents want me to c,-et this kind of v1ork.
B. t!y friends told me about it.
c. J,~y teachers told me e. bout it.
D. I have friends v-:ho are do·ing this type of work.

E. Other reason. _______________________________________
Please

~o

on to auestion

nR~ber

19.

19. Do you ever discuss your educational plans with your:

A. Parents?
___B. Teachers/counselors?
C. Friends'l
D~ Brothers/sisters?
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20. Do you ever di-scuss your job plans with your:
_A. Parents?
___B. Teachers/counselors?
c. Friends?
_ __D. Brothers/sisters?
How do you like the following in your school?
Like it
Like it
verv much
a Iittfe

-

_A.

B.

c.
D.
E.

DeY not

lJ.ke J.t

School facilities
Courses/curriculum
Schoolmates
Counselors
Teachers

22. How many good friends do you have?

_3
- 1
-_More than 4.
2
_Are most of your friends in school? _Yes
0 ·•

4

_No

Are most of your friends: ___A. Chinese?
B. Non-Chinese?
23. How far do you expect your best friend to go in school?
~- Not finish high school.
B. Finish high school.
_c. Go to college.

_n.._

Other.-------\'/hat kind of job does your best -friend want to- get?

--------

24- In your opinion, -v:hat is the most i:::1portant thing about going
to school? (Check 1 item}
A. To prepare me to work~
B. To learn to think.
___c. To develop friendships.

-

_D. Other.
25 • What is your r-ain problem in school? ___A.
__

English ~ language.

B. Teachers.

_____c.

Interest in studying.
r.~aking f'riencls.
_E. Other_.
2 6. In your opinion, what- is the most valuable t h ink you get from
A. A diploma which may help in getting a . b
school?
JO •
___B. An understandJ.ng of man and his world.
c. Lots of friends.

_n.

- -

-

•

4

____n OtheT·----------------------------------------------------
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27. ~f you had to advise your best fr.iend, which of the following
JObs would you recommend to hi~? (Check J job)
_A. Janitor/maid

.:....:_B. Art.ist

_c.

Auto-nechanic
_D. Doctor
_E. Electrician

-

F. Lawye-r
_ G . Social worker
H. Factory worlter
I. Waiter
J. Bookkeeper

-

·-

K. Engineer
L. Business manager
r.~. Office/store clerk
_N. Teacher
o. Other

-

28: Which one of the above would you like to have?

------------------in America?

29. What is your opinion on the cost of collece education
(Check 1 item)
_A. It is too expensive.
_ B . It is not expensive if a person can eain
__c • ..No opinion.

llO

r::uch from college.

30. If college education is expensive, and if you plan to eo to· college,
what VTould you do to finance your educ.ation'? (Chec·c ite:-:s that a-nnl:t)
_A. f!,y parents will finance my colleec education.
_B. I will work until I have saved enou~;h money before eoing to
college.
_c. I will work part-time while going to college.
___D. I will apply for a scholarship.
___E. I will obtain a loan from a bank or friends to pay off my
colleee expenses.

31. What do vou think is the reason for mos-t people to go to c.olleee?
(Chec1c lu item)

___A. Because it helps

the~

get a good job.

__B. Becaus:e it helps them learn to e.p_preciate the universe, arts

and culture.
____c. Because they will becooe more popular r.ith friends by knor.ing
a lot.
D. Other.
32. When a person chooses a job, whose opinion should he con5ider ~?
(Check 1 item)
\1hy?·
_A. His parents• opinions.
_ B . His teachers' opinions. Why?
_c. His friends' opinions~ Why?
33- When a person chooses B. job, v:hose opinion should he consider ~?
(Check 1 item)
Why?
A. His parents' opinions.
_B. His teachers' opinions. Why?

_c.

His friends' opinions.

.

\1hy?
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34. i'lhat should e. person consider v1hen he chooses a job? {.Check 1 item)

___A. The

pav of the job.

~B. The social importanc-e of the job--how much it can contribute

to humanity.

___c.

The security of the job.

D. Other.
35. Ho,., much do you agree with the :following statements?

3
---

DisaJrr"ee
1

Anee
5

4

2

A. It is hard for Chinese to get

u.s.

a good job in the
B. Chir..ese can :find jobs· in the u . . s.
with no ~reat difficulty as long
as· they have the skill.
c. Chinese in America usually have
to rely on friends in getting jobs.

36. Ho·w do the follO"\"!ing people think of college education?

Verv

i;:inc>rten t

Not ir:mortant

3

2

1

4

5

A. Your parents.

B. Your teachers.
C. Your be-s t friend.
D. Yourself.

37. Does your family get a nev1spaper?
If ves, is it in _A. Chinese?

No

Y.e s

_B. English?
e.nd English?
_r:. Both Chinese
Do you have a TV at home?

-

Yes

-

No

H=>

T!-!:-:~.~

no•·m.
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APPENDIX 13

YULE'S Q

-~------, ---- ~

i '

133
I

I
I

I

I·

Yule's Q ~as uzcd to measure the association
bet,·:een the variables throughout this :::;tudy.

called for a miniourn number of cells, and Q was most

"~s employed.

by

I

I

It v!as

u-sed because of the limited size of the sar.:.ple, which

appropriate for the two

I

two contineency table that

Given a four-cell table, the value of

Q is computed according to the following for~1la:

\
l

I

I

Variable B
-+

Variable

+

a

b

c

d

A

Q

ad
be
ad + be

+1.00 &nd -1.00~ the strength of the relationship
bet·.-:e€'n variables c·an be interpreted accordinr. to
Table 15.

~·
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Table 15: Conventional UnderGtanding of the Stren~th
of Ascociation. Based on Q*
Value of Q
+. 70 or higher

Conventional Internretation of Q
A ve·ry .s trong positive e.s-~ociation.

+.30 to +.69

!.1odarate to substantial positive
association.

+.01 ·to +.29·

Low to neelieibl~. . :posi ti "'ie association •
. ·.....· .
No asso.ciat ion •.

00

- ...Ol to -.29
- .• 30 to -.69
-. 70 or lower

~ ·

Low or negligible negative association.
J-;1oderate to substantial net:,ative
association.
A very strong ne~tive association.

i
i

j:

r

*Adouted from Davis, Ja~es A., Elemcntar~r Survev
Analysis, Enr:lc,·,ood C lif'.fs, 1~. J. , Prent l.Ce-'Hall,

1nc., I971, p. 49.
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Table 16: Occu!'ational Structure of Sele-cted Ethnic
Grou~s in the u.s.
(FiGUres apnly onlY to
the !,.ale Population, Aee 16 and - over.) :l
Ethnic Groups

Occupational
Groups

Japane-~e

Chinese

Pro-fessionaltechnical
r.:Za!la~e rial
Sales-clerical

20. o;~
11. 75;
15.1%
19. 7~~

18.1%

14.3%

24.01o

10. 3~~
5. 2';~

0.7~-

6.6%

11.7'{..

3-3~
Total=99.9%

9-~
100.0%

8.2%
100.0%

28.9%
11.47~

13.8%

Crafts
O!leratives
Service
Farm (labor and
management) Labor (general)

Filipino

7 .3"/o

10.5?

).1~

11.3%
13.1~

20.3~

Table 17 presents the data on the idealo~ical
orientation of the students to\";ard the A~crican society.
The- ideologic-a l inclination of the stude-n ts v:as
assessed by r.1eans of a Jl:"Ojective question (No. 35A and
B) vih.ich as:'::ed the students to

i!1dic~!tc -o:-~

a :::ca.lc of

five \':hether they agreed or disaGreed v:i th the belief

that Chinese had a difficult time in

~etting a

job with adequate s1ci11 in Acerica.

If the stude-nt

agreed highly \"lith 35A and

disa.~reed

BOOd

highly \·:i th 35B,

then he would be clearly oriented to\·.ard the belief

that the American society was a closed one in which
Chinese t,·;ould be discriminated

lu.s. Ccn~us,

Department

a.~ninnt

o~ Labor~

es en ethnic

WaGhington, D. C., 1970.
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minority.

The reverse would be true if" the students

di::::a:7eed \':i th 35A and
~ea~

a~reed

that he considered the

with 35B, \"thich \".'Ould

A~erican

society to be an

open o.n e \\'here individuals'" r.terits count.

The scores

fro:n the two items VTere added by co:nputer and the
maj-or rc::::ul ts are zhown in Table 17.
Table 17: Ideolor,ical Orientation of Chinese Students
under Selected Cultural and Structural

Influe-nces.
Cultural/

Structure
Influences

Ideological
Orientation
Closed
On en
Society
Society
39
16

104

No

65
12

Total

97

55

152

r.liddle
Class

"42

21

63

50

24

74

Q=-.02

92

55

52
48
100

30
27
57

82
75

Q=-.01

28

20

69

35

104

97

55

152

33
64

15

48

39

97

54

103
151

Parental

Yes

Influence
Socioeconomic ·
Status

Working
Class
Total

J.Tale
Sex

Female
Total
ForciGll
Born

Birth
Status

Educational
A::::piration

Total

Native
Born
Total
Hi~h

Low
Total

48

Q=-.08

157

Q=-.17

Q=.26

..--··
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The re::::ults in Tn.ble 17 indicate that n.bout tYIOthirds of the students consistently have an open-class
ideolo~ical

orientation

to~~rd

the American society

u.•·1der cruc-ial cultural and structural conditions.
outcoi:J.e further explains l7hy Chinese

youncste-r~

Thi.e

have

high educational and occupational aspirat.ions.
Table 18: Patterns of Reference Group Influence
Reference Group
Parental
Influence
Birth
Status

Foreign
Born
Native
Born
Total

Non-parental
Influenc-e

Total

30

19

49

78

27

105

108

46

154

46

19

65

Q=-.29

Ir~iddle

Socioeco:nol'!lic
Status

Sex

Educational
Attitude

'--- - -

Class
Working
Class
Total

49

26

75

C)5

45

140

I::ale

55

30

85

Female

54

28

74

109

50

159

77

19

96

32

31

63

109

50

159

Total
Inatrunental
Ideotional
Total

-·

Q=-.1-2

Q=.l9

Q=.59

.,.--- .

APP3NDIX D
FACTO~S THAT INFLUE!WE SOCIAL !.:OEI"LITY
IN JiiODER:~ II!DUSTRIAL SOCIETY

In addition to the evidence furnished by the
Chine~c

inmi~ra~ts,

several other conditions have also

developed to reinforce the position that political
rather than economic factors are more crucial to the
pattern of social mobility in advanced industrial
society.
First, the working class r.temb-ers, which include
skilled to semi-skilled '''orkers, and v1hich .tradi tio·n nlly
CO!:lprise the lov1er end of the cla..ss hierarchy due to
the manual nature. of their •nark, have greatly improved
their status since the labor movement in the 1950's.
The strong and politically powerful labor unions have
arrested the traditionally inferior image of the
manual workers and given the workers national recoenition and prestige they never
i~provement

~ftd

before.

Yet the

of the workers' status ·goes beyond

rec.o gni tion and prestige.

In San Francisco·, where

lab.or unions are strone and influential, !!lany of the
skilled manual workers are
than the professionals.

gettin~

The

s~~

a much hieher income

Francisco Civil Service

is paying plunbers $11.14 per hour; elect.r.icians,

~10

per hour; carpenters, also 310 per hour; and bus
drivers, over $6 per hour.

In cooparison, the Civil

Service is paying so.cial workers $4.76 per hour;
public health chemists 55.57 per hour; pharmacists

,.-- --

- - - I . . ·- --..--..
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S6.83 per hour_; and psychologi-sts, S7. 46 p.e r hour.l
·The

hi~h

salary rates granted to ::nanual workers

point up the diminishing effect of elass differentiation
upon incor.re or occupational prestige.

Indeed,

opportunities that were once accessible only to the
middle and upper class members because of their
wealth seem to have become equally accessible to the
working class members.

For example, many workers can

now certainly afford to send 'their children to
. college as much as the profess·ional middle class.

This

improve.ment in s ·t atus and opportunity of the working
class members has definitely improved their ability
to move even higher in the status hierarchy.

Again,

this increase in opportunity for the working class
has not been brought about by any substantial change
in the occupational structure.
result of political movements
living standards of the
~here

they can

co~pete

Rather, it is a direct
~hich

co~on

with the

have raised the

workers to the point
tradition~lly do~inant

advantaged classes for desirable goods the society
offers.
Second, there has been a conscious effort on the
part of

gover~~e~t

institutions to introduce· more

lnata collected froc the San Francisco Civil Service
Commission Personnel Office, 1974.

r
i

I

r--· .
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remedial ceasures to equalize opportunit-ies in recent
years.

Some of the most notable measures we·r e the

1954 Supreme C·ourt decisi.on to outlav:

of

segre~ation

the public schools, the establishment of the
Commission on Fair Employment Practice by F. D. Roosevelt
during the Second World War, and the Civil
of 1957 and 1960.2

The recent

Supre~e

Ri~hts

Acta

Court decision

on the Lau v. Nichols case, vihich mandate.d the San

Francisco school system to institute bi-lingual
education for the
handicaps,

v~s

disadvanta~ed

students with

lan~age

another indication of the United States

government• s att·ernpt to redress the imbalance of
opportunity which .had hitherto been controlled by the
predominantly white middle and upper classes. 3 The·
effect of this latest development is yet to be seen,
but the effort of the blacks in the Civil Rir,hts
r.~ve=cnt haz dccidedl~ led to t~c e~cr~c~ce of a

blaclc middle class which is cor..parable to the .w hite
middle class in wealth and lif·e style. 4

The ::riddle

class .status of other ethnic ninori ties, esp-ecially
the Asian, may not be as ~ell-defined as the black.
2 ou. citw, Berron, PF• 322-323.
3The Lau v. Nichols case, U.S. Supre~e Court, January 21,
1974.
4ou. cit~, Barron, pp. 342-344.
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Yet if all the non-white minorities had benefitted
from the Civil Rights movement, it would not be too
far from the truth that

~any

minority groups were able

to move away from an ascribed inferior status to
achieve a better life.

As in the case of the Chinese,

who experienced social iso·l ation for decades

by

being

confined to Chinat0\7n in the largest cities of the
country, they were able to begin moving

a~~y

from the

ghettoes in the 19.50' s to more desirable residential
areas con~ensurate with their accomplishment~5
The various political ac·tions regarding racial
relations in the last few decades have certainly
contributed to the mobility of the disadvantaged·
minorities by breakine
higher statuses.

do~n

the exclusiveness of the

What led to the

induc~ion

Op"!Jortuni ties for the eth.."lic mi!lori ties ..,-;as
a.

r.~ttcr

of expanded
afl'"~.in

··'

not

of chc.n?·cs in the occ1n<:. . tio ~1 2.l structure,

but a political move!:lent based on the ideol.ogy of
decocracy., egalitarianism, and indi vidualisrn:, as
sociologist. C. Eric Lincoln stated:
A!!lcrica• s self-ina.~e is that of an essentially
eauelitarian society best represented by the
middle class. Most Anericans concede that
there are n few snobs and ~illionaires at the
top, and a fc~ poor people in Appalachia, or
somcY.•here, at the bottor.1, b.ut America. is niddle
class, and Llost Al:!ericans id.entify the:!lselves as
belongine to the niddle class •
. .

.5on. cit.,

..._____.

Lym~n,

p. 148 •

,....-·· -

r·
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In~licit in this identification is a belief in
"denocracy" and "fair 13la;.r ," and also the
expectation of "the good life"--a home, a car,
a re,~lar vacation, an education for the
children, •••• Despite the pessimis~ of the
sociologists, more and more negroe.s share thi·s
dream, and to an increasing degree they are
making it co.:ne true for themselves and thei'r
chiidren.6

The legitimacy of the political institution in the

U.S. seems to depend more and more on actualizing
the ideal of fair play and respect for the individual.
Though changes nay not come- about · rapidly if they are
neant to endure, the economic gains of the common
p.eo:ple in recent years are indeed a result o.f
political action and not economic change.
The third condition which may counteract the
influence o·f the economic structure on social mobility
is the possibility that the occupational structure.
could actually b-e changed by the su:nply and the type
of manpower instead of the reverse.

Though this

possibility has yet to be exa:oined empirically, two
sociologists have more or less touched on the problem.
John H. Goldthorpe, a British sociologist, recognized

the change in occupational opportunity caused by the
popularization of education: .
6ou·. -cit., Barron, p. 342-.
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To the extent that educution becomes a key
determinant of occupational achic~mcnt, the
chance::: of "gcttinr~ ·ahead" for those ,.,ho start
in o. lowly po~ition arc incvit~bly di::tini~hcd.
This fact is most clc2rlv dc~o~ztratcd in
recent studies of the rccruitncnt of industrial
mananers. These show that as the educational
standards bf' n~nn:;ers have risen, the li1-::clihood of shon floor· \·:or!~crrr bcinr; pro:-no"tS!d
above supcrviso~r level has been reduced.·r
Vfuile the ponitions could have become more dernnndincr
to require special educational

trainin~,

the congtnnt

supply of talent and trained manno·Ner could induce
a switch in occupational structure to accommodate

the growine nuober of well-educated personnel.

Another

sociologist, Glaucio· Ary Dillon Soares of Chile,. also
noted that li t.crac;y had a high correlation with the
establishment of a

r.~.iddlc

class, and that "an increase

in educational standards puts considerable pressure

toward an increase in middle-class occupation." 8

No systematic effort has been made to
this

proble~,

exa~ine

\".thich is hi ,' !hly significant politically,

because it not only

su~gests th~t

the

develop~ent

of

a force of well-educated oanpov:er in an advanced

society

require~

a chanee in the occupational structure,

especially middle clazs occupations, that would
7Goldthorne, Joh.'"l H., "Social Stratification in
Industrial Society" in on. cit.• , Bendix and Lipset,
p. 654.
8s-oares, Glaucio A. D• ., "Econ.onic Dcvclon::1ent and Class
Structure" in ibid., Bendix ar:d Lipset, p ... 197.

.. ·- ··-
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accommodate their talents, but also su~~ests th~t
unless the occupetional structure is chan~ed, the
ctrain of a ~roup of uner::.J1loycd or undcrc!:l-plo;rcd
people could pose n serious threat to the political
and economic stability of the

soci~l system.

If the

occupational structure legs ·behind the dcvclop~cnt
of manpot,·mr., it is conceivable that political action
would be necessary to intervene in the economic
systen to fulfill the need of absorbine the supply
o·f manyovter.
As it is apparent that political action has
expanded opportunities for nobility of the disadvan-

taged classes, the high proportion of ethnic
minorities motivated to achi.e.ve upvrard oobili ty sugcests
that there is nothing inherent in the v-alue syster.t
of ·the lower classes to restrain the
m·embers.

Io!inori ties

ran~inp;

a~bition

of their

from the black to the

a~d
the~selves throu~h

Jewish and the Chinese have exhibited a clear
distinct inclination to better
high educational

attain~ent.

constraints such as political

1lhile

extra~eous

subordi~~tion

social

of the

:minorities and the ·-l ·o·::er classes could discouraGe

=~ny

people froo seeking e. better position in life, social

disadvanta~es
for

de~irinr.

could be turned into

~n

extra inpetus

up·:,rn.rd r.;.obili ty o:'lcc the extraneous

,.., _. ---.---
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con~trainto nre diminished.

.

The e·vidence we have examined so far su~~ests
that the causen for social mobility have become more
so·c io-poli tical than socio-economic, and ideolo,f,ical
factors mi~ht become increasingly inportant in
affcctinr, the pattern of mobility in th.e future.

The

problem of differential opportunity or the laclc of
opportunity for social mobility is no longer
exclusively a problem of the lower cla-sses, v;hich
have· been J>Oli tically \'Teak.

Rather, the proble:n of

an econo~ic systeo incapable of absorbing a supply
of manpower of middle class disposition is a broad
one ~hich needs to be rectified by political means.
It seeos then that the .ideolog-.r of equalitarianisn
may· finally be translated into -polit·ical action for the
traditionally disadvantaged and the advantar;cd alike.

.

APPENDIX E

RECENT .DEVELO:P!.iEN'f IN ETill!IC IDENTITY

OF THE CHINESE-Af,!ERICAN
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There bas been an upsurge of ethnic identity
within the Chinese cor.ununity in recent years.

Some

of the most significant manifestations of the ricing
ethnic consciousness of the Chinese are the A.sian
students• movement on college campuses, the

anti-busin~

incident in Chinatovm, San Francisco, and the ·i nvolvement of middle class Chinese-Ar.1ericans in the social

problems of

ChinatoYm .~

Asian Students• Movement on ColleP.:e Campuses

Encouraged by the Civil Rights movement and the
Free Speech movement, which caused American uni ve·rsi ties

to recognize ethnic minorities and students• demands
on campus, Chinese students have been playing an
important :part in the in:sti tution of Asian-American
-ethnic ·s tudies as a legitimate part of university
curriculu:n.

Besides the usual courses on the culture

and the history of China and other Asian nations,

Asian-American studies also focus on the history of
the Asian-American in America.

Thoush there are many

problems pertaining . trr the definition and the quality
of the subject matter, Asian-American studies has been
one of the more successful programs and is e.s tabli.s hed
at school.s like San Francisco Stat-e Un_i versi ty,
University of C~lifornia, Berkeley, and New York City

....... -

-.
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University, while many other collcees are

con!Jidcrin~

the adoption of similar pror.rarns.l
Thi-s wid.e spre-ad interest in Asian-American

~tudics

in general and Chinese-American studies in particular
amon~

Chinese youth

~as

brouGht on by their ·realization

that total and uncritical

assi~ilation

or- acculturation

into the American society would lead to the obliteration
of their ethnic identity as Lyman steted:

The growth of America's adolescent Chinese
population coincided with a recognition of
the importance of et~~icity throu~hout the
country, a social move~ent in behalf of
civil rights for all minoritiesy a demand
for power and self-govern:nent among nearly
all oppressed groups •••
The general proble~s of American society take
a particular form among Chinese youth. Together with the a~ed bachelors and the over-vtork-e d women of the ghetto, youn~ people are
troubled by the material and moral conditions
that affect their dailY lives.... But even for
those who can escane the confines of the
physical ~hetto an~ overcome the socioeconomic
bil!otrv there remains the 11 inner ::r:h-etto" of
th~ snlrit.
Indeed, as Theodore Herzl noted,
the price of physical freedo~ fro~ the confines of the ghetto is sniritual bondage to
one•s assi~ilated status: It is ~recisely
at the ~oment that :ohvsical liberation fro~
the P,hetto see~s i~~inent that certain ghetto
dv:ellers sense an imne-n ding spiritual loss.
Arnonp Chinese A~eric~ns that ti~e is et hand.
l>!any ·are realizin~ th~t the pri:-:odial, ineffabl-e
ethnic Geist which was so matter-of-factly
contained ~1thin the ~hetto ~ay disan~ear ~f
assi~ilation's briGht pro~ise is real1zed.

lou.

ci~.,

Lycan, p. 171.

2ib-i d., pp. 1-6 0-161.

' - ~·- ______.........
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Though Chinese culture .could hardly be idcntific·d only
i

as "ghetto spiri t 11 simply becaus.e it exists in ghetto-

I

like Chinnto\·.ns.

I
i
)

L;o{~an'

s o·bservation zerves to confirr.l

ours that ethnic culture would tend to be recreated

I

rather than disappear when acculturation has been

I

a~hieved

successfully to a certain extent.

'i

While

Chinese youth in America may experience a certain deGree
I

!

'

I

I

I

-------.

of alienation from the traditional culture and may
actually find it confining, repressive, or obsolete,
their grov1ing interest in Chine.s·e studies revenls
their desire to understand ·it rather than to reject it·.
To some Chinese youth., und·erstanding their ethnic
bac~ground

is perhaps the very k.ey to the understanding·

of t ·h eir individual or group identity in a mul ti-etlu1ic
society.
The

Anti-busin~

Incident in San Francisco Chinatovm

The anti-busing incident in
Chinato~~

s~n

Francisco

is another manifestation of rising

consciousness of the Chinese

co~~ity.

In

et~~ic

~971,

Chinato\·m parents .conducted a mass boycott of the

San Francisco public schools because of the·ir objection

to busin~ for inte~ration.3

Aside from the fear that

Chj.nese students VJould be buss·ed to predominant.ly
3ibid., p. 178.

..
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black schools, Chinese parents clnimed that the bua

schedule

would interfere with the schedule of the

Chinene school the students ..-rerc to attend after their
ses~ion

in -public schools.

'Frecdo:;~

r:chools' were

~ct

up in Chinatol".n for Chinese children to attend in3teo.d

of going to the public schools.

These freedom schools

vte·re meant to "inculcate a sense of Chinese culture,
create a critical intelligence, and enhance the ethnic
consciousness

of

the children ... 4

Chinese parents indeed are less pro-inteeration

than others as shov•m in Mercer's study in 1973, which
found that the parents • stance on integration v;as
well extended into their homes, where ethnic pride
and distinction ,...·ere transmitted to the younssters,

who in turn were much less disposed to interacting
wl.th other ethnic groups in scho-ol •.5

As compared to

the effort of the Chinese immigrants who fought for
desegrega.t.ion of the public schools in 1902 and 1927 •

Chinese iwnigrants in the 70's certainly are beginnin~
to que-stion the ·efficacy of being continually expected
to assimilate into the la:rger American society vrhcn

5-on. cit. , Uercer •

--·

h
1

~-

-. _,

-')

they have becooe an integral part OI the nassive
integration plan of the nation.6
Middle Class

Chine s e-A ~erican ~s

Activism

While the Chinese youth and their parents seem
to shc:>.re a com:ilon

~oal

of

maintaini!l~

Chinese cnlture

in America, their effort is complemented by the·
r.ell-es~ablished

Chinese niddle class who are

acculturated, but who are also

co~~itted

the vlell-being of the Chinese comnunity...

hi~hly

to assuring
With the

influx of Chinese immigrants in recent years, China-

I'

tov.ns, e.s pecially in San Francisco, have been
besieged vd th various nroblems such as juvenile

i

delinquency, housing shortage, and unemployment.

i

OI the organizations involved in dealing with these

I
I
j
j

I

Some

problems are as follo·ws: Inte·rcolle giate Chinese for
Social Action, Chinese-American Democratic Club,
Chinese-American Citizens

Allianc~,

Concerned Chinese

for Action and Change, the Chinato'lm-Northbeach
Economic Development Agency, Chinese for Affirmative
Action, and the onnipre.sent Chinese Six Companies. 7
Except for the Chinese Six Conp2.nies, \"lhich is
6 on.

"t • , Lym<ln, p.

c~

178 .

7chu, George, "Chinatow!'l," San Francisco, v • 11,
No. 6, June 1969, P!'• 23-25.

I
I

l
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r
dominated by traditionalist Chinese businessmen, the

i'

rest of the orp,anizations all denote a middle class
o-riE:n ta tion ar;d reflect tl:c: ir 2c:-.1bc r:1' >:: no\":lcd ..-c of

the denocratic . nolitical procecs in the
as a

signific~nt

lar;:;er soci.e ty.

dc~rcc

u.s.

ao ~ell

of inteGration into the

The rre;nbers of these

ort~nnizations

are either collc;":e students or people \·;ho perceive

themselves to ·be Chinese-American rather than simply
Chinese.
It seems that the improved status of the middle
class Chinese has contributed to their activism in
recent years because it has enabled them to feel more
secure about themselves and their identity.

If

Chinese .culture is to ·be re c lconed with and resp-ected
as a . unique ethnic entity in the U.S., the particip2tion
o·f the midd.l e class Chinese would se-em crucial
because of their political ex_p ertise and o.reanizatio:l.
Their position and credential in the la.rge·r society
may also render the Chinese culture more legiti~ate
from the

viev~oint

of the dominant culture, as,

in actunli.t y, Chine.se culture is much greater than v:hat
the confines of the Chinato~n ghetto can imply.
Extraneous .f actors such as the rise of Corrununist
China as a world po..,.rer and the ir.:rprovez::ent of SinoAc.erican rel~tion3 in recent :rear3 r.:.a~r h~.ve stir.1ul~ted

-------- ··- -- -

,;

J,

!

\

.15"5

ethnic

consciou~:mess

America.
inter~oup

The

among oversea::; c·hinese in

overridin~ ideolo~

of pluralism in

relations in the U.S. certainly contributee

to the risine status of the Chinese nc an ethnic
minority.

Yet regardless of the -presence of !lluralimn
~ove~~cnt

and the form of the

in Chino,

Chinese have tended to renist total
the host or dominant society.

ovcrnc~D

ascirnil~tion

into

Acculturation certainly

takes place, but it ap :pears that· the process vo:o uld
hardly go beyond what the Chinese dee::1 fu.."lc·tional.

The extent of functional accul tura.tion and a.ssir.1il2tl.on
would be a matter of indiviaual decision.

Hence the

Chinese corP.m':l!lity is. usually cor:1posed of numcrou3
sub~roups according to their differential co~~it~cnt

to ethnic identity.
subgroups to

Though the. co:-r...-:11 t!:i.cnt of these

~reserving

Chinese culture nay vary,

there is enoueh evidence that Chinese culture in
America may become yet stronger than before •
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